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-One of the most interesting events which
have recently transpired in California, is the
discovery in the southern part of the State, i n
the neighborhood o f the Colorado, o f an' im
mense pyramid of hewn stone. It has a level
top of more than fifty feet square, though it is
evident that it was once completed, but that
some great convulsion of nature has displaced
its entire top, as it evidently now lies a huge
and broken mass upon one of its sides, though
nearly covered by the sands, This pyramid dif
fers, in some respects, from the Egyptian pyra
mids. It is, 01' was, more slender or pointed,
and while those of Egypt are composed of steps
or layers, receding as they rise, the American
pyramid was, undoubtedly, a more finished
structure j the outer surface of the blocks were
evidently cut t9 an angle that gave the struc
ture, when ne� and complete, a smooth or re
gular surface from top to bottom. }'rom the
present level of the sands that surround it,
there are fifty two distinct layers of stone, that
will average two feet each j this gives its pre
sent height one hundred and four feet, so that
before the top was displaced\ it must ',hav\t
been, judging from an angle of its sides, at least
tWJ/Jlty feet higher than at present. How far'it
extends beneath the surface of the sands, it is
impossible to determine without great labor.
such is the age of this immense structure, that
the perpendicular joints between the blocks are
worn away to the width of from five to ten
in. at the bottom of each joint, and the entire sur
face of the pyramid so much worn by the storms,
the vicissitudes and the corrodings of centuries,
as to make it easy of ascent, particularly upon
its sides. A singular fact connected with this
remarkable structure is that it inclines nearly
ten degrees to one side of the vertical or per
pendicular.
..
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'Vila! Sen8ible People Think of the Scientific
American.

MESSRS EDITORs-Your paper grows better
and better every week, and I cannot very well

get along without it. I find it difficult to get a
class of people whose business it is to till the
soil, to subscribe for a scientific journal j they
think they can dig rocks, plant corn, cut grain,
or dress flax, without studying science, but if
they would study their own interests, they
would not be without the American, which
would keep them thoroughly posted up on all
the improved machines for doing the very same
work that they now have to do by hand at five
times the expense of machine labor, besides,
the many valuable receipts which it contains
more than pays for each volu me j in short, it is
the best and cheapest scientific paper in the
w orld, if my judgment serves me.
L. M. PARKER.
Shrewsbury, Mass.
........

The Sugar Crop.

The sugar crops of the Louisiana plantations
are remarkably good this season. One-third
of the planters have already commenced rolling,
and a hogshead and a half of sugar iii made
from an acre of cane.

" - --

The annexed engraving is a perspective view I actly opposite to each other, in prolongation of
of a new railroad for Broadway, by William their axes, and about an inch apart, each of the
sheaves in form that of the one-half of a grooved
Deitz, of the city of Albany, N. Y.
In the center of the street, say within six pulley, the pulley being cut asunder through
feet of each other, are two iron tracks laid down the middle of its groove j these pulleys run
in the usual manner, upon which it is intended each on its own axle, which is secured to a
to run two lines of cars, each, say four fee t standard rising from the frame that supports the
wide, and of any convenient length, one line upper rails. From the car there rises an up
up on one rail, the other line down on the other right post, which carries on its upper end a thin
rail. The wheels of the cars are placed under stem, J, capable of passing between the pulleys
the denter lines of these frames, ranging with and supporting a grip brake of peculiar con
each other. The balance of the cars is preserv struction, which, by a od and spring, can be
ed by another set of wheels placed in line above made to grip the moving rope or let it go in
the first set, and which run under or between stantly, so as to permit the car to stop and take
elevated rails placed fifteen to twenty feet above in or leave passengers.
AA are the two single rail tracks j B B are
the ground niils. These elevated rails are
supported upon crO�8 bearings and framing, the supporting posts, and D D are two of the
which connect a double row of pillars about support arms thrown across the street for sup
forty feet apart, or rather from curb to curb, porting the frame with its driving pulleys. This
leaving fourteen feet when the cars are side by frame is double, one side for cars going down,
side, that is, each side of Broadway, and in the and the others for the cars going up'. C N re
absence of the cars leaves 34 feet The cars present an upper and lower longitudinal bearer
are to be propelled by an endless rope extend -two of these on each side, and a pair in the
ing from Union Square to the Bowling Green, middle, with their vertical and the cross braces,
and running over the upper set of wheels. One form the pulley fraqJ.e. E is one of the coned
of the most ingenious arrangements of this sheaves for driving the endless band or rope, F.
plan is that by which the rope is supported G is the grip, or device for connecting the car
overhead, and connected or disconnected with with the endless rope, which it encircles, and
the cars at will. The rope is supported at in for arresting the car. It is attached to the car
tervals by pairs of sheaves or pulleys, placed ex- by a blade, J, in front j it ia hollow, formed in

r
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two sections, the upper one being hinged at one
side to the lower one. The upper half has a
spring on it, which tends to throw i t open. K
is the brake rod attached to the' upper halL
The conductor, when he wishes to set the car
in motion, pulls down on the rod, K, and at
taches it to a hook on the car j this clamps the
grip to the running endless rope, F, and this
runs the car forward. By disengaging the rod,
the upper half of the clamp or grip, G, opens
and the driving rope runs freely through the
clamp. There are small grooved pulleys on the
sides of the clamp, and I are their guide rails.
M represents a cuneform block: on each car, and
L are anti·friction steady ing rollers to guide the
car j they run against the inside of the lower
bearers, N., The pulleys are driven by station
ary steam engines-one or more, as may be ne
cessary. This is certainly a good plan for a
ground railway, to economise the space in the
street, and to obviate the use of horses and yet
employ steam power.
It is some time since we first saw Mr. Deitz's
model, and since that time our attention hilS
been directed to a plan by Patrick O'N ei� of
Brooklyn, which embraces the above method of
propelling the cars j bnt Mr. O'Neil's plan is for
an elevated continuous railroad" embracing an
arcade, covered with glass, lind is really a mag
nificent project.

� titntifit �m£ritan.

82
o f air heated

Hot Air and Steam.

As we stated last week the "Caloric" en

gine in a new shape is about to be tried again.

i'his fact has been heralded by the press gene

rally, but they seem a little more cautious than
they were at this time last year.

it is said,

dreads the fire.

A burnt child,

Since those trial

trips last winter, some of the" scientific" jour
nals have been proposing various modifications,
which were to increase marvellously the powers

of the Hot Air Engine, and have backed up

rature.

1180°

above atmospheric tempe

But taking it for granted that air can

not be readily heated in an engine of this kind

more than

393tO

above the atmospheric tem

perature, or to about

430°,

and this is more

than the"Ericsson" did, and the above amount

will have to be increased three-fold,
x

3=5,434,170

1,811,390

per hour to produce an engine of the power.
But

let it he borne in mind

ed, and subsequent experiments confirmed his

suspicions into convictions, that in touching the

low will be experienced.

whose office it was to carry back to the centers,

the least injury to the light, or the passage be
As there will be a

skin he had touched the extremities of nerves,

similar track on the other side of Broadway,

messages of commnnication with the external

returning trains without interfering with each

completed, and the threefold nervons action

provision will be made for the going out and world.

cubic feet of air as the aggre other.

gate amonnt which will have to be expanded
of the Arctic.

will require but a single range of pillarr; for the

support of the car track above, and thus not

This brief exhibit will convey some idea of

this plan and its advantages over the subterra
nean track.

May we not hope that where the

This point eiltablished, the circle was

direct, reflex,

monstrated.

and retrograde,

was easily de

In illustration of these principles,

Dr. Hall performed some experiments.

He divided the spinal marrow of the frog.

necessity exists in cities to resort to some plan

By this operation all sensibility was removed.

ever well conversant they might be with algebra

deductions for any losses on the part of the roughfares, the air plan here suggested will be

it was dead, unless something should irritate

cient in practical engineering.

showed enormous losses somewhere, although

their" improvements" by mathematical calcu

lations, which simply served to show that how
and Differential Calculus, they were sadly defi
The very fact

that different mathematicians have come to such

widely different results in calculating the power

that while the above calcnlation states the ac

tual duty of the Arctic's engines, it makes no

hot air,

and the trial trip of the"Ericsson"

her engines were acknowledged to be of supe

rior workmanship.

of the" Ericsson's" engines should teach us to
lations as to the capacity of any untried mo
tive power.

It is often very easy to say what

such engines cannot accomplish, while it may be
equally difficult to determine what they can do.
We do not undervalue mathematics:

the so

lution of an intricate problem in analysis or cal
culus has been often the business of our leisure
hours.

Bnt we simply mean to assert that

where so many of the data are necessarily un
certain, as they must be in all cases of the kind
of which we have been speaking; experiment,

not mathematics,

must be relied upon.

Such

calculations may sound large, but in reality

amount to but very little.

The case is altoge

ther different when experiment ha� determined

a fixed value for the elements ot calculation as
in the steam engine.

Ericsson, however,

although he made quite

a show of figures in attempting to keep up with
Major Barnard, in" Appleton's Magazine," evi
dently has more confidence in the teachings of

experiment than in the deductions of his own
mathematical iuvestigations.

that his engines should possess

He proved, then,

1313

horse-pow

er, setting aside the losses, and says that the

rea�on why they did not approach this figure
in their trial was because" the yielding of the

wrought-iron heaters

from being carried."

prevented full pressure

To remedy this, he pro

posed to make them of cast-iron, bnt he wisely

abandoned this scheme.

At the time of wri

I noticed in a late number of the"Scientific
American" an article under the title of "Tun

nel Railways in Cities," and consider the pro

position to construct a suhterranean railway
through London beneath the streets, as behind
Independent of the enormous ex

pense attendant on the work, there is the in
convenience and interruption to business arising
out of the necessary excavation, accommoda
tion of masonry materials,

deposits of earth

excavaled, and many other objections conse
quent on the operations.

Besides this there is

the injury to the health of the passengers in

travelling through such a tunnel from the rum
bling noises above their heads and fears excited

oy the knowledge of where they are.

The ex

pense of this subterranean system may be in
ferred from this statement :-" The company

commence (this work) with a capital of£I,500,000" ($7,500,000); the distance is not named nor

In the same number of your paper, you re
fer to a similar proposition of a tunnel railway

through Broadway, in your city.

According to

the view I have taken of this plan, I consider

noticing the

above.

proposition

in

London, stated

While it is possible to effect the same

for having overlooked this fact.

from passing through the city above ground,

Inde

pendent of the comfort and pleasure arising

Simply,

there is the great difference in expense between

himself to be deceived for years by the falla

subterranean plan is to avoid the danger of the

last been taught, and in a pretty dear school

But

does

he

now

employ "coolers?"

because although he has suffered

cious idea of using heat over again, he has at
too, that we were right, and that he and many,

others, of whom, from their claims to scientific
knowledge, we expected better things, were

wrong.

Hence he may have prodnced an en

the two plans.

The object of resorting to the

train running through a crowded city street.
cannot

this

be effected equally ahove

ground as below it?

response.

Certainly,

must be the

Th(ln why should we resort to the

under-ground plan, which is both inconvenient
and expensive?

Let ns show a better system

gine superior to his old one, but as he taught

of passing our railroad trains throughout cities,

stored

pass above the heads of the pedestrians travel

that the marvellous power of his engine was
in the

regenerator,-that

means of this that,

it was by

in the language of ano

ther, "an ounce of coal could be made to pump
the Niagara dry,"-that in the regenerator con

The same ob

jections which are urged against the subterra
nean railroads, "noises ahove the heads of the

people," can be urged against the elevated om
nihus track.

A very good plan has been proposed to us

lately, to relieve Broadway of its dangers and

troubles to foot passengers.

by elevating them here so that the trains will

ling at the same time.

I would submit this plan to the good sense of
my fellow citizens, when they shall require its

great number of omnibusses and carriages pass

ing and repassing.

To obviate this evil, it is

proposed to have elevated iron sidewalks run

ning the whole length of the street, on a level
with the second stories of the buildings,

But as we said last week,

the question now

and Steam,

or in other words, will a given

amount of heat produce a greater expansive

force, when applied to air, than when applied to

water, and if so, can it be used with the same
economy?

We have already stated (page

189,

8) that it takes 791 volumes of air, if heat
1180° above the temperature of the cold

Vol.

and to

make these intersect one another at all, or near
ly all the c,rossings, in the form of an x across

Broadway, the center being a platform sup

ported by the stairs at each corner.

By this

plan, stores on the second storie" might become
as valuable as those on the ground floor.

To

allow pedestrians to cross Broadway, elevated

they

form

the

snpport for the platform.

This is certainly a feasible and a not very ex

pensive plan for the relief of Broadway to foot

passengers.

It passes rapidly away.

And in a moment after, pressing on the skin of

the toe, the whole body was convulsed.

Here

was an illustration of Dr. Hall's new law, of an

ascending movement from the skin to the cen
ter, yet not acting through the brain,

but re

flected from the spinal center.

Next he took off the skin of one foot.

No

citability of the muscles.
violehtly convulsed.

Next he grasped the

'l;hen he severed the l1:1m

bar nerve of the extremity that was not denu

ded; the part supplied by that nerve was con
vulsed.

Now, no irritation of the skin produced

any spasmodic action, for,

though the cutane

ous nerves carry the impression to the center,

there was left no medium for their direct action
to reach the muscles.

The learned lecturer then deduced some very

important practical lessons from these experi
ments.

A paralysis caused by a shock is gene

rally curable.

Sometimes the patient's paraly

sis passes away while he does not know it,

but

from disuse of the paralyzed part, the i�action

in it may remain.

The determined will of the

enlightened physician works almost miracles

in such a case, and the bystanders may add the

case cured by moral means, to the list, wherein

the imagination is said greatly to aid the cure.
...

_

Paralysis, in which there is no spasmodic ac

..

The Nervous System.

tion is very generally of cerebral origin.

Where

In two lectnres recently delivered in this city

there is spasmodic action, the spinal column is

strated the new discoveries which he had made

how his treatment should vary with these vary

hy Marshall Hall, M.

D., of England, he demon also affected.

in relation to the nervons system.

The nervous system is divided into the cere

ing causes and seats of the disease.

The lecturer dropped a small quantity of the

solution of strychnine upon another frog, and,

IVe perceive through it, and

asleep, as is his custom in winterish weather, he

rebral we are brought in connection with the
external world.

The practical physician will see

Through the ce

bral, spinal, and ganglionic.

whereas he had hefore been dull

and half

through it we recognize sensations of pleasure

suddenly exhibited a great deal of life and en

our ingestions and ejections; guards all the

form of hydrophobia.

the external world; governs the spincters; re

gently on the back produced a spasm.

These

himself out, and, to all appearances, died.

Rub

or pain.

The spinal system presides over all

avenues that connect the internal organs with

tains what we have within; and prevents the
introduction from without of what would prove

noxious if admitted.

The ganglionic system re

lates to all the operations of assimilation; ma

ergy.

Soon his muscular

still and motionless.

activity

took

the

When let alone, he lay
Tonching him ever so

spasms being frequently provoked, he stretched
bing him wonld secure a slight spasm, but each

returning one grew fainter and fainter, till the

nages the secretions; presides over the growth muscles ceased to respond to the irritations of
of the body; and, when deranged, is the imme the skin. Dead as he seems, remove him to a
diate cause of marasmus.

The action of the nervous power upon the

mnscles is threefold: . -direct, reflex, and retro
grade. Of the direct action, it is a general law,

tish friends, I would respectfully submit it to which is centuries old in the books, yet,

is solely between the relative merits of not Air

This state of shock, said the

Doctor, is temporary.

spinal nerve in his forceps, and both legs were

both dangerous and difficult to cross from one

or marvellous principle he caa claim for this
gine.

The frog was then pinched, but did not re

spond by a spasm.

side of that street to the other, owing to the

execution under like circumstances, and should

one, in presenting it as a rival of the steam en

the skin, and through the reflex action spoken of,

cause the muscular contractions.

irritation of the denuded· flesh caused any ex

�isted the superiority of the hot-air over the

steam engine-we would like to hear what new this communication reach the eye of our Bri

He laid it upon its back; there it would lay till

It is very often

it objectionahle on the grounds referred to in

son to prefer the former to the latter.

we think,

Engineer and Architect.

the final cost of the work, but we may infer foot tracks merely might be erected at the
that it will not he less than £100,000 per mile, crossings only. Stairs, of course, would have
-whatever it may be it will prove a failure.
to be put up at the foot of each crossing, and

and censures Major Barnard and others who
Why, then,

Washington City.

above the heads of pedestrians.

ting his article, however, he still held that his object above ground, which the plan referred to
regenerator was" the principal source of heat," proposes below the ground, there is every rea
had criticised the performance of his engine,

ROBT. MILLS,

plan of elllvating omnibusses upon a railway

Snbterranean Railroads.

the age.

preferred to the subterranean or tunnel plan.

[We do not look with much favor upon the

[For the Scientific American.]

be very cautious in receiving theoretical calcu

of passing a train of cars through their tho

while,

cool place, and in the morning he will be well

and strong, and ready to be useful as the sub

ject of another experiment.
patients suffering

under

Just so it is with

hydrophobia.

We

must place them in quiet, cool and comfortable

it was supposed to be the only action of which quarters, and, for their lives' sakes, let them
Handling them hurries back the spasm,
the nervous system was susceptible, never was alone.
troduced into our country (1820), I took into applied to physiology,-that it is always down and each new spasm hurries the life out of them.
consideration this very problem, how these ward, i. e., from the center to the extremity; Hydrophobia kills in three ways: First, by la
roads shonld pass through the crowded tho from the point where the action commences ryngismus; second, by the repeated excitation
roughfares of our cities? The proposition then along the course of the nerve till it is too small causing repeated shocks: and third, by the ef
their consideration and adoption.

Many years

ago, when the railroad, as a system, was first in

was to elevate such roads here, above the heads

of the street passengers.

The necessity of such

a case as this has never occurred in our cities.
The crowded state of Broadway, in your city,

further to be traced.

The doctrine of the reflex fect of the poison upon some internal organ.

action is Dr. Hall's own.

He was studying the

Tracheotomy is the remedy for laryngismus.

phenomena that transpire within the lungs of Perform it, and death from that cause is impos
of the frog, when he noticed that a slight sible. The second cause ie removed, if at all,

irritation of the toe of the animal created a by perfect quiet and the avoidance of every
of the extremity. He fell to wondering possible thing that can annoy the patient. The
spasm
air to equal, in expansive force, one volume of travel of the numerous omnibusses along its
11e had ex third, when the disease reaches that stage, is
water heated from the freezing to the boiling causeway, and I have suggested to the Munici what was the cause of the spasm.
touched probably beyond the cure of man.
not
had
he
but
action,
nervous
cited
point, and converted to steam, in which process pal authorities of your city to place the sy�tem
... ' .....
the same amount of heat is consumed (180° of omnibuses upon an elevated railway over the brain. He had stimulated the excitability
proclaims himself the first
Humboldt
the
Baron
through
doubtless,
part,
the
of
muscles
the
of
sensible heat and 1000° latent.) The effective the edge of each sidewalk, so high as to enable
world as a ma
horse-power of the Arctic is 2290. As the passengers to land upon the second floor of the spinal system, since all motion is communicated introducer of guano to the

ed

evaporation of a cuhic foot of water per hour

is called equal to the generation of a horse-pow

er, this would require the evaporation of

2290

has called for some plan of getting rid of the

houses there.

These omnibuses may be of a

to the muscles through the medium of that sys nure.

He explained its advantages, publish

in
tem, yet he had not reached the medulla oblon ed an analysis of it, and endeavored to
but in
years,
forty
for
extensively,
it
troduce
him
to
was
foot
frog's
the
of
jerking
The
gata.
rail only, which need no platform above, and
peculiar structure, so as to run upon a single

cubic feet of water x 791=1,811,390 cubic feet thus do no injury to the light below, and which like the apple falling to Newton.
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He suspect-

vain.

� thntifit
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Second I claim an angle frame with a joint a� or near
the verte'x, to increase or dimin�sh the 3:ngh�, Wlt!t a mo
vable segment plate thereon, m combmatlOn .wlth the
bed plate and cutter for circular work, as descrIbed.

I;>

CREASING STRAPS OF LEATHER-By . H. Hovey, of �il
born, Ohio : Having described my unproved machme
for creasing stra ps, &c . • for harness auq otqer purposes.
I claim th e combination of the self-ad]ustmg creasers.
springs, vibrating cam. and pressure roller, arranged
and o:pe-fatin� as d escribed.

[Reported Officially for the Ilcientific American.]

LIST

O F PATENT CLAI M S

"sued from the

FOR

THE WEEK

United States Patent

ENDING NOVEMBER

Office

15, 1853.

Loo�u� FOR WEAVING PILED FABRICS-By E. B . Bige
low, of Boston. Mass. : I claim, first, the method of con
structing and operating the pincers or other equiva
lents for successively operating the pile wires. so that
they shall carry said pile wires forward to the face of
the cloth and hold them in position with their propel'
e() "es upwards, until they are otherwise secured. as spe·
cified.
I also claim constructing the pincers for successively
opera ting the pile wires with grooved j aws opening and
closing in a line with the p ile wirf>, and with a motion in
advance of the lathe. as specified, whereby collision
with the lathe i s easily avoided.
I also claim the application of long horizontal guides,
as specified.
I also claim the application of a vibrating box or hold
er, in combination with the pincers or other equivalents,
for s.uccessively operating the pile wires, as specified.
I also claim, in combination wi th the pile wires a ba.r
or guide which shall successively press agai nst said p i l e
wires to keep t h e m in a proper position during t h e ope
ration of cutting, as specified.
And, finally, I claim the method of applying the ten
sion weight and braki to the whip roller by means of the
arms. as specified.

VENTILATORS-By Joseph Leeds, of Philadelphia, Pa. :
I claim the combination in one case or shell. of the se
ries of d ownwardly inclined curved openings 10 the out
er shell. for taking in and direc�ing downw?-rd a column
of pure air. with the center pI�e or o,Pem;ng crowned
with the two frustums of cones WIth theIr apICes towards
each other for producing a counter current, and carry
ing from the apartments to be ventilated the impure
air, and i ncreasing said ejepting curr.ent! as descnbed.
the whole requiring but a smgle openlD£ III the roof.
COATING Box FOR DAGUERREOTYPE PLATKS-By Willi�m
Lewis & Wm. H. Lewis, of New York City : 'fe c!alm.
first, the meta.llic base, formed as. a box. to WhICh eIther
cold water or heat are to be applIed to regulate the tern·
perature of the chemicals i n the coating box, as desC
'd, suspending the glass pot within the coating
box by means of a flange or bead on the upper edge
the�eof. takiDg the upper surface of the box. as spec
' ;d, the rollers i n combination w�th. the ways. �orm
ed with the inclines to relieve the fflctlOn. as speCIfied .
Fourth the rollers on the cover. combined with the
ways and inclines o n the slide. to lift the cover and reli
i
e fi
t
p port the glass on the lower
e t
surface thereof. in combination with the screws. to re
tain the same against th.e rebates. a.s specifi4pd.
Sixth, we claim securmg the metal yoke III pla.ce by
ribs, on the i n ner of the vertical parts thereof. and the
c
SI e
e � h
on the yoke, taking the socket in t�e
cover. and containing the spring. wh.ereby the cov«:r IS
retaine-:'i in place but allowed to take Its proper bearmg.
as described.
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SELF-ACTING DAMPERS FOR A -TI
T STOVES-By S. P.
Lyon. of k'armington. Mich. : 1 c l a i m the arrangement
of the lever having the va,lve on ,its lower end• . and a
curved portion and flat sprlDg on Its upper end, ln coro·
bination with the lever pi votted between the curve por
tion and spring (said lever attached to the upper valve),
the thumb screw, and expansible plate. the whole ope·
rating automatically in the reg�lation. of the d.raugh t of
air to the fire. and also to the mductlOD of aIr to the
fiue, as set forth.

POWER LOOMS-By John Gledhill, of New York City :
I cla.ill. first. the combination of the main connecting
rods. li nks. and radius rods, as described. for giving the
lay a motion, the forward part of which is accelerated.
and the back\Vard part is retarded. for the purpose set
forth.
PADDLE WHEEL-By Wm. H. Muntz, of Norton, Mass. :
Second. the U automatic server." consisting of a bloek I claim first, making the supports of the buckets. a cut
or head . furnished w i th any number of hooks. or analo water wheel. and two wheelli, of smaller diameter : se
gous devices, arranged in any number of series accord cond. forming each bucket o19a float and guard made to
ing to the number of bunches of filling hair or thr('ads. stand at any angl e to each other : third. making the
and in order of succession. the said block or head being
guard to extend from the rim of the cut-water wheel to
hung, as described, on a pivot. in such a position that the other or smaller wheel, and so that the guard shall
when a proper amount of circular motion is given to it
h he
l
t
by suitable mechanism. the hooks will withdraw the
r
t
m de
o
hairs from one or other of the bunches. and bring them fr
r
to a suitable posi tion to be taken by the nippers or oth
n i
·r ewith I claim making the float
er device which draws them through the warp.
narrowest at its outer end. or at the cut-water wheel.
Third, a pair of n ippers which are operated by suita and. gradually in width towards the inner end, as de
ble m echanism, as d escribed. to make their jaws pass
scribed.
through the warp from one side thereof, every time the
shed is opened seize one or more hairs or threads from
SEED PLANTING CULTIVATORS-By George Phillips, �f
the opposite side, and return through the open shed with Philadelphia. Pa. : I claim the arrangement and combl'
the same. and release the same when it is beaten up and nation of the sine pieces, slotted beam and slotted bars,
the shed is closed .
and the hollow sectional axle or shaft, for the purpose of
Fourth. t h e combination of t h e fixed stud. finger. le allowing the expansion and contraction of the side pie
ver. spring. and arm, as described. the s tud finger and ces, as sea forth .
spring being for the purpose of producing a proper ten
1 also claim attaching the driving and graduating
sion on the hairs or threads, as they are being drawn wheel to the back part of the machine, by means of the
through the shed, and the lever and arm beini{ for the notched bars, secured to the upright post of the center
purpose of moving the fi n ger to allow the nippers to pass or draught beam by a bolt. upon which. the� move. and
.
i n coming to fetch the hairs or threads.
suspendini{ above the same pawls. WIth eIther of the
[An engraving of this invention was published on page notches, thus enabling said wheel to p'erform its func
back part of the
the
of
tions o f regulating the height
316, Vol. 8, Sci. Am.]
machine. and driving the distributing �hafts. and to be
SUPPLEMENTAL VALVE TO THE' EQUILIBRIUM PIPE OF THE drawn or thrown under the center or dra.ught beam to
CORNISH ENGINE-By H. P. M. B irkinbine, of Philadel� form a pivot wheel. upon which the machine can be
phia. Pa,·: I do not confine myself to the particular form raised from the ground and turned in the manner speof supplementary valve described, or to the particular cified.
method of actuating the same, a slide valve might an
Mop HEADS-By Timothy Randlet�, of Enfield, N .. H. :
swer the same purpose as the former, and various me
I claim the binder and revolvlDg tightener. combmed
chanical devices might be substituted.
with and embracing the united cross-head. the socket,
I claim the use of the adjustable valve apparatus de
scribed. or any equivalent to the same for intercepting and ridge, as set forth.

r;��� :�::: ����fi�� g��": � �� �; Y�\ r��:;J;
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more or less the steam in the equilibrium passage so as
to regulate the rapidity of descent of the plun"er. ac�
cording as the head of water may require.

DAGUERREOTYPE ApPARATus-By James Brown. of New
York City : I claim the employment of a diaphragm,
with a sui table opening through which the person or
subject is presented to the camera. when the said open
ing i s surrounded by ornament or embellishment. as de
scribed. for the purpose of producing a portrait or pic
ture with an ornamental or embellished border.

[A notice of this invention i s published o n paJ:e 268,
Vol. 8.]
ELECTRO MAGNETIC ANNUNCIATOR-By C. S. Bulkley. of
New York City : I claim the circuit closer. constructed
in such a manner i n combination with the permanent
arrangement of the several numerical characters and
words or sentences necessary to designate the number
of each room, and the ordinary desires of the lodgers
upon concealed register plates, which are connected
with and operated by electro-magnets through suitable
escapement, or other equivalent devices, that by a single
sweep of the key to the point denoting the particular
communication the lodger Wishes to make the circuits of
the said magnets will be closed and broken the required
number of times to strike the bell and exhibit through
apertures in the face of the register. that number and
word or sentence of the said register plates. which res
pectively designates the number of the lodger's room
and the communication made by him, as set forth.
DRESSING STAVES-By J. D. Elliot. of Leicester, Mass. :
I claim the combination of the transversely inclined bed
with the swivelled roller, for the purpose of adapting
t e
ac
t e
t
r
O
oo w
n a ri
i
r
clined from edge t o edge, without any separate adjust
ment for the various siz" s. as described.
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CHUCK FOR CUTTING BARREL HEAD s ny Franklin Fruit.
of Jefferson City. Mo. : I claim the chuck constructed as
described. viz . , two circular discs connected by studs.
and centers. placed between the studs, any proper num
ber ofstuds and centers being used, said centers passin g
through both the front and back d iscs, and having col.
lars upon them. each center being provided with a spiral
spring, which is placed between the collar and the inner
side o f the back disc. and by which springs each center
will yield or give, independently of t h e others. so that
the different pieGes forming the barrel head may vary
i n thickness. and still be properly adjusted and secur ed
between the face place and chuck, as set forth.

[See notice of this invention on page 148. Vol . 8, Sci.

Am.)

PROPELLERS-By Banford Gilbert. of Pittsburg, Pa. : I
do not desire to claim the use of submerged propellers.
actuated by a reciprocating motion, nor the use of pro
pellers with two levers o r floats, hinged at or near their
point of connection, and operating by opening and clo
sing as th6'Y pass to and fro through the water, as in the
case of the duck's-foot propeller.
I claim the combination of the anchors with the dou
ble floats or paddles, suspended so as to hang vertically
in the water when in use, and operati n g with a horizon
tal reciprocating motion, one of the floats i n each set
propelling the boat in one direction. and the other float
i n each set propelling it in the opposite direction. one
anchor being combined with each set of double floats
t'or the Jlurpose of retaining one float i n a horizontal po.
sition, s o as to pass through the water with the least pos
sible resistance, when not i n use. and sllstaining the pres
sure of the water against the paddle in use, when in the
ver-tical position, which the anchor compels it to re tain
while propelli n g the boat. and leaving it free to assume
the angle of least resistance while returning through
the water. , The simul taneous reversing of the double
parl dles being accomplished by means of a handle which
shifts the connecting rod. to which all the anchori i n one
frame are attached, as described.
DRESSING CIRCULAR SASH. &o.-By Leonard Gilson. of
Brighton. }lass. : I claim, first. the swjng bed frame and
adjustable bed plate i n combination with the lever,
clamps. and set screws, as set forth.

FEED ROLLERS Ol<� STRAW CUTTERS-By Robert Sinclair.
Jr. & It. F. Maynard, of Baltimore. Md. : W e claim for
straw cutters the employment thereon Of alternate ri�ht
and lett fins. so arranged as to form a double spiral or
screw. said fins being i'ormed as s e t f'orth. and operating
together so as to prev�n.t the straw from crowding to
the right or left. and to compress the straw laterally as
H is passed to the knives. and constituting altogether
what we d enommate the double screw propellers for
straw cutter's.
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bl e bed and the clamps. and i s free to move over the
stationary planing bed. and is fed during the -backward
stroke of the p l anes the whole length of said stroke.
Second . I claim the method as described. of clamping
and feeding timber to knives or chisels.

Buying Congre.s.

We are destined to have stationed in Wash
ington during the approaching session of Con

... . ... ' ..

gress from thirty to sixty ex-members,

Reform of the Patent Law ••

Your valuable journal is doing good service

cash on the nail and contingencies ; their influ

in pointing out defects in the Patent Laws, and

ence a foresaid for such consideration to be used

Allow me to direct

snggesting needed reforms.

to get through Congress any legislation what

attention to two points, which demand notice.

ever desired to put money in the pockets of the

First, the law provides for tlie adding of a

payees.

new improvement to a patent, by the original
patentee paying

$15.

issuing of a patent as cotemporaneons events
as is now the case, between the former and the

latter-the very time when improvements are
The law is strictly

construed at the Patent Office, and for all sucb

improvements, a new patent must issue, and a

fee of

$30

be paid.

Second, the law reqnires that one invention

shall be the subject of one patent,

evidently

meaning that the inventor of a chnrn and a cot
ton press shall not have both examined under

one fee ; but this is so interpreted by the Patent
Office, that if the inventor of a cotton press im
proves the mode of pressing, filling, and dis·

charging, each improvement must be the sub
ject of,. a separate patent.

Could such have

been the original intent of the law?

[We are not acquainted with a single case
like that mentioned by onr correspondent under
It has hitherto been the custom

to grant a patent for a new improvement to an ori
ginal patentee for a fee of

$15 ;

the improve

ment dating from the commencement of the
original patent.

This is according to the strict

language of the law ; it says, (Sec.

1836)

13,

Act.

on the payment of fifteen dollars, the

original patentee, whenever he shall be desirous,

may have the specification of any new improve

ment of the original invention or discovery, an

nexed to the original description and specifica
tion."

This

has rendered the matter somewhat opaque.

He

means that the spirit and intent of the law is
to allow a patentee to add an improvement to
the original patent, at any time, for a fee of $15,

but that the Patent Office construes the law to
make the patentee pay

$30,

and take a sepa

rate patent for every new improvement.

The New Rule of the Patent Office mention-

ed under the second head above should be
.
abrogated at once. It is doing great injury to

framers of the patent law, that an inventor who

HOT·AIR REGISTERS-By Wm. H. Towers, of Philadel
phia. Pa. : I claim placing within the j ambs of each reo
gister the means o f moistening the beated air, as descri
bed.

fication and pay a separate fee for each.

LOOMs-By Wm. Townshend. of Hinsdale, Mass. : I do
not claim the levers in themselves. as these have before
been used : neither do I limit myselt' to the number of
heddles and treddles. and I do not claim the pattern
chain i n itself, as this is well known.
But I claim the levers and a slotted fulcrum with their
latch pieces, or their equivalents, combined with the le
vel's. by which arrangement the levers are connected to
either lever by means of the end motion. and carried up
and down by competent power applied to the levers.

two machines devoted to the same objects, such

SAFETY VALVES FOR LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEs-By Henry
Waterman. of Hudson, N. Y. : 1 claim the pistoll attach·
ed to the weigh ted end o f the valve lever within the cy·
linder, and immersed in the liquid in the cylinder, com
bined and operating as described.
UNITING SHOVEL BLADES TO HANDLE ST:RAPS-By Jona
than White. of Antrim, N. H. : I claim uniting by weld
ing the iron handle straps to the sheet cast-steel blade.
as set forth.
ROTARY CHURNS-By H. H . Grover, of North Cohocton,
N. Y. I do not claim a tub i n the form of an inverted
cone or conic fruiiltum with revolving dasher, either with
or without breakers. ail such churns. with breakers and
dashers extending from the bottom to the ,top of the tUb.
or with dasher.:; without breakers, have been used be
fore : but what I d o claim i s a churn consisting o f such
conical tub, furnished with a vertical revolving dasher
at its bottom combined with breakers at the top, as set
forth.
DRESSING CROOKED TIMBER-By E. H. Dranson (assign
or to Franklin Slaughter), of Fredericksburgh. Va. : I
clai m supporting the arbor of one of two pulleys carry
ing an endless belt of knives for dressing crooked tim.
bel' upon elastic bearingl'l, for the purpose of yielding to
any undue strain upon the knives, as described.

RE·ISSUE.,

entree into both chambers, which affords advan

tages for electioneering for schemes on the

treasury, for which speculators pay liberally.

Their knowledge of the rules governing the

transaction of business also makes them some

what desirable

These

agents.

advantages,

backed by the fact that they are notoriously less

scrupulous in their means of carrying their
points than most others, have up to this time

rendered them so successful as professional le

gislative drummers that they have among them

shared much of the public money which never

should have left the treasury of the United
States. Little good it does them, however, as,
in spite of our laws and the efforts of our police,
We

faro banks still flourish in Washington.

As they show their hands we

fectionately.

shall inform the public, and more especially ho
nest memberil of Congress, what schemes on

the treasury each may have in hand, so that
they may beware of the plots of these gen

The rules of the House and Senate
tlemen.
should promptly be so amended as that ex
members, claim

or drummers, shall

agents,

be excluded from the halls,

as other claim

agents are excluded.

[The above is from the " Washington Star.'

It describes a system of corruption as disgrace
ful as it is dishonorable.

It may be said,"Con

gress cannot hinder snch characters as choose

is so plain as to require no com to act the part of political jackalls from coming

ment, excepting to say that our correspondent

MACHINE FOR TRIMMING SOLES OF BOOTS AND SHOES
By JohnlH., James M. & H. Q. Thompson, of Holdernes.,
N. H. : We claim a machi n e in which the sale is trimmed
by revolving knives and guided. as fed along, by the
operator, by an adjustable gauge bar against which the
edge of the pattern plate abuts, as described.

FINISHING THE ENDS OF STAVES-By J. E. Warner. of
Boston, Mass. : I do not claim a feed bed revolving in
fixed bearings ; but I claim a feed bed revolving in bear
ings which are capable of being moved by weights,
springs, or o ther means towards the beds or stops on
which the back or outer side of the stave is supported,
the extent of such movement depending upon the thick
ness of the staves operated on.
I also clai.m the combination of said feed-beds with the
saws, cutters, fixed s tops, and movable frame, and what
are substantially their equivalents. operating as descri
bed. for the purpose of finishing the ends of staves.

Their former position in

the public service gives them at all times an

shall have to keep our attention upon them af·

FRANCIS H. SMITH.

his first head.

well known around the halls of Congress as

"lobby members."

nearly-not the intervention of several months,

most likely to be made.

Some of these gentlemen have follow

ed this business for years past, until they are

The framer of that law

looked npon the filing of a specification and the

who

come to sell their personal influences in b ard

many inventors.

to Washington, and endeavoHng to get particu

lar measures passed for their own interests."
This is true, bnt the inference is that snch

characters

ronnd

the

would

never

Halls

of

be

found

Congress

if

hanging

they

did

not receive enconragement in the practice of
their lobbying arts.

It is thus that Congress

is implicated in snch conduct.

We are well

aware that many honest men have often gone,

and may have to go again, t o Washington, in

order get just claims enforced ; we do not refer

It never was intended by the to this class of men, but to those whose claims

had made several improvements at once on any

one machine, should be required to file a speci

A

machine is a harmonious whole, made up of se

are selfishness, whose ideas of justice consist in
getting as much out of Uncle Sam as they can,

and whose patriotism is bounded by the amount
of dollars and cents they can make out of spe

cial privileges. Some means shonld be adopted
veral parts, and is not a complete machine, if by Congress to prevent this outside pressure
one part is wanting. It is indeed true that of npon legislation, and remove a foul blot upon

as the s team engine, one may have its valves
".
worked by hand like N ewcomen's before H.

Potter made them self-acting, and the other

our federative legislation.

... . - ..

We clip from " L'Invention,"

an excellent

French journal devoted to the Arts, the follow

may be as perfect as the best now made, still ing paragraph :
the latter only is the complete machine.

A

"M. Niepce de Saint Victor bas sent to us

ment can be added ; it is surely wrong then to

York, four magnificent heliographic engravings

one man at one time, to make a machine com

and to our skillful engraver, M. Lemaitre. Messrs

machine is never complete while an improve for transmission to Messrs. Munn

demand several fees for improvements made by
plete.

An inventor is always allowed a patent

for any improvement he may have made on

any part of a machine, therefore, when we
know that all the separate parts of a machine
are so dependent on one another, that the im

& Co., of New

upon steel, after the process common to him
Munn

& Co. , who have always been so just to

wards the nephew of the father of photogra

phy, will receive these fonr engravings with the
greatest pleasure."

We shall indeed, for we are always ready to

provement of one very often leads to the im appreciate merit, whether in our own or foreign
provement of another as a necessary conse lands.
quence, it is surely both just and right tbat an in
ventor should be allowed to include any number

.. rCD: ..
A Great Gun.

A gun for duck shooting has been imported
of original improvements on one machine in one
from England by a gentleman of Baltimore.
We mean to be understood as limiting
This bandy little plaything is only 8 feet in the
the claims to a distinct machine to accomplish
barrel, 5 feet in the stock-one foot and a half
a certain object or objects, and not those kind
aronnd the breech, and an inch and a half
of claims which embrace indefinite definitions,
across the muzzle ! So says tbe "Baltimore
including all time, space, power, action, and
Times.
proportion. We hope the Commissioner of Pa
'
patent.

PLANING MACHINEs-By A. A. Wilder. of Detroit, Mich.
Patented Dec. 21, 1852 : ante·dated July 17, 1852 : I dis tents, who is a thorough lawyer, and whose
claim the invention o f planing by a reciprocating plane
which planes on its forward stroke. and feeds the board . mind, when particularly directed to a subject,
on its backward stroke, the whole d istance of the stroke
can soon trace effects to their proper causes,
of the plane, as in other machines of this class.
I claim. first. the reciproca.ting beds, arranged with
respect to the stationary beds. as described, i n combina will see fit to abrogate the New Rule, not many
tion with the clamps. or their equivalents attached to
them, whereby the board is clamped between said ",ova- days henae.

© 1853 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC
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The rail-car making business of the United

States is said to involve

$5, 000,000

capital, gi

ving employment to several thousand men, and

prodncing a value in property, estimated at

$17,000,000

per annnm.

a

�n,u�£nt+tons. I

� tientifit �m£ritan .

Auxiliary Railroad Brake.
centrics, turning but a portion of a revolution
James H. Reynolds, of Olcott, N. Y., has tao upon the rails, are then stopped
by a bar. The
ken measures to secure a patent for an auxi. eccentrics, as they turn
upon the rails, act upon
liary railroad brake. The nature of the inven· the ordinary brake
and cause the shoes to act
Rotary Pump.
tion consists in attaching to an ordinary truck a upon the wheel� of the
truck before the eccen
Jerome B. Manny, of New York City, has pair of eccentrics, which are placed upon one trics are stopped by the bar mentioned.
This

invented an improved rotary pump, the pecu·
liarity of which is in constructing two of the
arms of the inner revolving cylinder hollow, so

that the water may flow from the center through

them into the vacuum chamber, and in formin g

on each side of the space in the arms a Vel iical

shaft, and so constructed that when they come improvement is for arresting
the progress of a
in contact with the rails, the cal' directly over train in a much shorter time and space than
the eccentrics will be slightly elevated, the ec· other brakes.

SECURING AXLES TO HUBS.

the other at the bottom.

In these chambers

The in

B, through a slide door on its side, and all the
knives being properly set, the machine is put

of Henrico Co., Va., has

in motion.

ing tan bark, saw-dust, &c. , or other varieties

tween them, and the action of the spiral cutters
in combination with the stationary ones, will be

The invention consists in the employment of a
series of fire -chambers arranged side by side,

or in any other manner, p ermitting them to
communicate with a single flue, which commu
nications may be closed or opened at pleasure,
This arrangement is

for the purpose of enabling the fuel to be heat
degree in a nearly air-tight

chamber, and then admitting a free supply of
air to p romote its rapid combustion.
..

Reaping Machin e .

Benjamin Smith, of Batavia, Ill., has invent
e d certain improvements in reaping machines,
on which h e has applied for a patent.

The in

a kind of shearing cut.

The annexed engraving is a vertical longitu.
dinal section of an improvement in the manner

over the outer end of the axle, forming an oil
chamber, as shown by the dark shading. The

of securing hubs to their axles, invented by skein, F, bears against
the shonlder of the box,
John Lamb, of McDonough, N. Y., who has tao B ; c d are right and left
hand screws formed on
ken measures to secure a patent for the same. the ends of the box ; e j, are
right and left
The axle box has a shoulder near its inner end, hand lilcrew caps, which fit on the ends of B.
against which the collar of the axle bears. These screw caps screw the box and hub firmly

Each end of the axle box has a screw thread together ; g a is the screw stopper which closes
for caps to scre w up the axle on the hub. There the hole by which the oil cup is supplied with
is an oil cup formed at the end of the axle, the lubricating material. This is a very 5imple
which is supplied through an opening in the and good plan for securing the hub, box and
cup, into which is fitted a screw stopper.
axle together. It will be perfectly understood

I

A is the hub ; B is the axle box, which

is not only by those engaged in the manufacture,
vention consists in a new mode of elevating or secured in the hub and prevented from turning but any person.
depressing the sickle-bar, by means of which it by feathers cast on it ; D is the axl e ; E F are
More information may be obtained by letter
is enabled to pass over any obstructions, and the collars or skeins. The skein, E, extends addressed to Mr. Lamb.

also in the employment of a pressure roller to
prevenb the grain or grass of an adjoining
swath from being drawn into the fingers by the

FLOCK CUTTING MACHINE.

Woolen flocks are employed for a number of
purposes, such as making velvet or flock paper,

and beds (these are quite common in localities

near woolen and satinct factories) and they are

also used in the manufacture of cloth (not for
its benefit) by mixing it with good wool.

The

manufacture of cloLh from old woolen clothes, by

reducing them to short wool, and mixin g it with
long staple, is carried on extensively in �ngland.

Woolen rags are as much an article of trade in

Yorkshire as fresh wool from Australia or the
mountains of Wale s.

More iniormation may b e obtained by letter

short notice which appeared on page 50, where
in it states that a locomotive recently built at

Grat e .

Chicago, is the first which has been constructed

of Hamilton, Canada West, has

appJied at Washington for a patent upon an

west of the Alleghenies.

Mr. Steptoe informs

us that he has no doubt but Anthony Harkness,

improved mode of heating air for warming

of Cincinnati, has built a hundred locomotives
Niles & Co., of
during the past five years.

apartments by the waste heat of a fire-grate.
It consists in placing in the lower part of the

the same place, have built twenty-nine dm ing

flue or chimney, one or more layers of tubes,

th e last eighteen months ; J. L. Greer, of Co

which communicate in the rear with the exter

vington, Ky. , has a large locomotive shop.

nal air, and in front with It hot-air chamber,

Olmstead & Co., have two shops-one in Louis

from which a pipe may pa�s to the room above.

ville, Ky. ; there is a large shop in Aurora, Ind.,

This strikes us as an excellent idea, and one
well worth the attention of those interested.

and one in Zanesville, Ohio.
·
Locomotive machine shops have increased so

..

rapidly throughout the length and breadth of

Improved Lo ck.

our ..land, that it has been impossible for us

New York City, has inv ented

to obtain a knowledge of

an improved lock, which differs from other in

means.

guards so arranged as to be

can know them all.

bolt tumbler is raised by the key, which guards
He also em

our earnest desire to b e always correct.

ploys a peculiar mode of effecting the changes

The

paragraph referred to was taken from a Chica·

or of altering the position of the indices, where

go paper, and as w e trust little to cotemporaries

by the changes can be made with greater faci

for any information,we must trust them still less.

He has applied for a patent.

• e·.
Cotton .

..

Raking Apparatus.

for a patent upon an improved raking attach

W e are always happy to

publish useful information about the progress
of engine and machinery manufacture, and it is

are operated by the bolt tumbler, instead of be

Cyrus Roberts, of Bellville, Ill." has applied

them by ordinary

Unless some of the engineers inform

us of the same, it cannot be expected that we

thrown into circular toothed discs, when the

. .-

they are taken ont and a new batch placed in
the cylinder.

of the firm of Steptoe & McFarlan, Cincinnati ,
for which he has o ur thanks. It relates to a

knives.

lity.

over by cylinder, B-as already explain ed, they
are soon reduce d to the proper fineness, when

V{e have recei ved a letter from John Steptoe.

connecting rod for the purpose of diminishing
fri ction and ensurin g a steady movement of the

ing operated directly by the key.

feeding and refeeding the flocks-turning them

.. 118 ' .
lVestcrn Locomotil' e s .

stnlCted, and a friction roller is attached to the

the nie of lever

This machine is dou·

ble acting, and by the continual operations of

addressed to Mr. Pitts.

The sickle bar is also peculiarly con

H.J· Crygier, of

The cutter rollers, D' D', as will

readily be observed, will feed in the flocks be

of fuel, and has applied for Letters Patent.

... . �

of the standards, F F, which latter are se

OPERATION.-The proper quantity of flocks

invented an improvement in furnaces for burn

John Winer,

The stationary cut

to be operated on, are packed into the cylinder,

..

I mp rov e nte nt jJl Fenccs.

:Fire

d d, and the coiled springs

cured to side pieces on the frame, A.

ventor has applied for a patent.

sickles.

are

pable of bein g raised or depressed in the slots,

f f,

of the pistons, and th e edges of the inner cy·

---.
..� -

They

ters arc attached to ledger�, E E, which are ca

'r wo carns are also placed in

ed to an intense

ledger blades.

made adjustable and yielding by means of the

rods regulate the distance between the , station

such a manner as to cause a gradual movement

by means of dampers.

tionary cutters or

ary and revolving cutters.

throwing them out again as soon as they pass

Moses Thomson,

one another, while the large drum, B, revolves

very slowly on its journals ; D D are two sta

passed betwen the spiral cutters ; the screw

cylinder, and also serve for

-

and are made to revolve very rapidly towards

commodate themselves to the amount of fiocks

com e in contact with an abutment on the inner

.

knives around their peripheries ; these rollers

have their bearings in the metal framing, a,

below, and the ledger blocks, E E, above.

the p oint of discharge, or as they alternately

linder are packed with india rubber.

c its hub ; D'

D' are the two revolving rollers with spiral

These springs allow the stationary cutters to ac

rods, which allow of their moving inward at

the abutment.

It has a small openin g in

b b are its arms, and

around them ; th ese latter abut on the cups

spiral springs around their

periphery of the

each end ;

setting screw rods,

chambers, one of which is open at the top and
are pistons with

cylinder, with short stub journals secured in

metallic bearings.

The annexed engraving is a vertical trans tel's or ledger blades placed beneath them,

verse section of an improvement in machinery whereby the flocks are subj ected to a shear
The invention consists in for cutting or grinding woolen rags, &c., into cutting action. The spiral rollers have a swift
having a rake placed underneath the platform, fine flocks.
The inventor is Joseph N. Pitts, motion, and they feed and cut the flocks ; the
and so eonstrncted and operated that its teeth of Blackstone, Mass., who has taken measures large cylinder in which they revolve has a slow
ment to harvesters.

The frauds in ginning and packing cotton at
Nashville, and other parts of Tennessee, have
become so common that the principal dealers
have published a caution to all ginners and
packers that whatever frauds are detected, they
will publish the names ot

all concerned, de
to secure It patent. The nature of the improve motion on its axis, and it thereby carries round
mand all costs attendant upon the fraud, and
and be erected through apertures in the plat· ment consists in combining and arranging with the flocks, and continually feeds and refeeds
prosecute nnder the law.
form, while it is passing back. This is used in in a revolving cylinder two inward revolving rol them in between the cutting rollers, until the
. , � . ...
combination with a fork, which is so operated lers which have spiral cutters on their periphe whole quantity which forms a batch, is reduced
The electro-magnetic machine described on
as to throw the grain quickly from the fin- ries. These act in combination with one an· to the proper state of fineness.
another page has a claimant for th e invention in
shall shut down while passing in one direction,

other, and with two stationary adjustable cut·

A is a stout frame ; B i s a large revolving Prof. Jacobi, of Russia.
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� titntifit �mtrit·an.

� titnfifit �mtritan
nest pride of our countrymen.

As the "Vorld's

Paris, and cannot but speak in the warmest

Fair of 1 8 5 1 was a republic of science and art,

terms of it neatness and correctness ; we cer

we trust its effects will never die ; and w e con-

tainly like it better than the mercury barome

tions cannot be engrafted upon that country,

A patent was granted for an alarm time-piece

fidently hope that if our good political institu-

NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 26, 1 8 5 3 .

cultural machinery, may be the means of reme-

A strange fact relating to the increase of p o
pulation in England is, that in the manufactu

dyin� the evils to which we have alluded.
.. . - ' ..

It is therefore evident that the rural

the manufacturimr districts.
�

them to the numerous fluctuations which are the

The

frequent outbreaks by the manufacturing popu-

lation of England against their employers, do

not excite any surprise in us " they are the natu-

ral results of a most pernicious system, which
originate d with the landed aristocracy many
Years ago.

This was the destruction of the

small farm system, and the buyin fi. up of small

freeholds, to convert them into large and extensive " lease holdings:'

For many years this .

Policy appeared to work well, but when we
hear of 25,000 persons deprived of employment

in the manufacturing town of Preston, England,

out of a population of 6 9,000, as is now the
case, and alon g with this, th e sacking and plundering of the mill owners' houses, it is time that
some attention was directed to remedy this evil.

Intelligence will not make a starving p eople

happy nor content, and wherever there is a po-

pulation subj ect to frequent fluctuations in their

tures, leather, household furniture, wearing ap-

employmcnt."

machinery, the

in contact with the wick of the lamp, which is
thereby inflamed.

This is a very convenient

To obtain this, let the rural po-

and the landlords go

We have published the patent specifications
of Hibbard, Eaton, and Kennedy, for reducing
the time of tanning.

The obj ect embraced in

all of these patents, is the employment of some

The object to be obtained is the proper one, but
the manner of accomplishing it is .not correct,

night.

InJurIOus.

,

head through the body, returning through the

face) to enter into the core of the hide rapidly.

for if the pores of the skin are unduly expand

C

take place in rapid succession from the harpoon

and allow the tannic acid (which first combin es
with the gelatine, &c., of the skin at the sur

invention for persons who are obliged to get up

from th ell'
' SI umbers at various hours during th e

,
"or workl· ng
·
l em en ts "'
pareI , and churns an d Imp
Parker s machine clor pressing plug tobacco,
.
butter. " Th e exammat'IOn 0f some In·nds of on exhibition at the Crystal Palace, and which
· ' de d between
house h0 Id art·ICI es appear t 0 b e dIVI
was illustrated On page 4, this volume ot the
.
E xammcrs GaI e an d L ane . We are I'nformed Scientific American, is favorably noticed.
.
O
m th I� I'.eport th at 4 3 7 ca ses were acted upon
Eastman's stone dressing machine, illustrated
.
·
O
b y th IS E xammer, bu t no mentl'on I S made of on page 60, this volume, Scientific
American,
tI1e numb er h e passe d, or the number re,iected
J
also on exhibition at the Crystal Palace, is very
.
. good I10tl·ces, how- favorably
a great overslght . Vel'v
noticed. The truth is, that if an im.
ever, are given of some of the I·llventl· ons pa"sed provement
of any value at all, is made on a
.
·
Th e first IS that 0f a n ew mode of
by h1m.
machine, that improvement is worth patenting,
killing whales, &c. , by powerful electric dis- and those who
think otherwise neither reason
.
charges. T h e wh aIeb oat IS suppI·J e d WI· th a well nor wisely. We have
not b een able to
I , constructed
· mach·ne
powerfui magneto-eI ectrIC
notice all the important patents passed by this
WI·tl1 I arge permanen t magne ts an d I'apidly re - Examiner,
but will complete the list in our next
·
amatures Burroun d e d WI·th coil s. One
voIvmg
number. We have endeavored to present the
"
Is conl1ected by a thick
poI e 0 f thOIS macI1me
nature and action of those we have noticed, in
.
on the bottom of
,
I
wIre WI'th th e copper sh&ath'ng
clear and intelligible language. We are confi· ohI· n O" a large sUl'�ace conth e bo at , thus establl
.
0
"
"'
.
fident that our remarks will be understood, and
neet'!O n 0 f th at poI e WI·th th e wat er of the sea
. impart no small amount of useful and interestThe other pole of the machine is connected
ing information to many of our readers, who
W I·th the haI'poon by means of a gilded copper
are unable to procure an official Report.
wire covered with a coating of india rubber.

pursuits of life, there, for a cert ainty, is to b e After the machine has been put in motion, the
found suffering and fierce discontent. What is harpoon is thrown, and the instant it strikes the
the remedy ? we answer, " more permanent whale, the electric discharges of the machine
pulation be increased,

b y the

match is rubbed and ignited, and then brought

philosophical instruments, lever and screw p ow1i er mac h·mes, st one, ciay, an d gIass manu�ac

crowding the people into cities, and subJi ecting
constan t attendants of commercial life.

pawl i s disengaged

and other articles, namely, " mathematical and

evil under the sun," as it has been the means of

ved entire failures.

of a clock, that at the hour when the alarm of salt, gas, or acid, to open the pores of the hide

E XAMINER LANE.-This examiner has charge

This is " a great

A spirit lamp and match

are so arranged and combined with the works

of no less than 7 classes of instruments, machinoo

has been drained of their population to supply

leather, nearly all, if not all, of which have pro

the clock is set to ignite the match, a hooked

Patent Office Report for l S 1i 2-··No. 5 .

ring districts it has been as thirty to one per
centum, in comparison wi�h that of the rural

to shorten the period required in making good

tel'.

that American genius, as displayed in our agri- for lighting lamps.

American Machine.·-·A Remedy for England.

districts.

+

Leather E Hld its Improvem ents.

Leather is an article of universal use ; it is
WOl'll by the civilized and the savage, the high

and the low, the rich and poor of all nations,

ed by any chemical action, that action must be
Old and experienced Tanners have

informed us that the remarks which we made

respecting each of the tanning patents publish

ed by us, were theoretically correct and prac

tically sound.

Good leather is not produced by the indiscri

minate contact of hideli and tanning liquor.

We have been credibly informed by those large

ly engaged in the business, that not a single one
of what are called " short processes," has been
successful, or is now much used in our country ;
there seems to be a general feeling among prac
tical tanners to scout the idea of new improve
ments in this extensive and most valuable ma
nufacture.

O ur principal obj�ct in writing this article is

to point out the unreasonableness of such feel
ings.

It surely cannot be denied that improve

ments in this art, as well as every other art, are
desirable ; and that man cannot h ave the true
American spirit, who believes that tanning, as
now practiced, is perfect and cannot be impro
ved.

While we make it a duty to comment

freely on what we consider defects in any new
or old plans, in machines or processeS'; we like
to see every new plan (if it does not wear ab
surdity on its face) fairly tested and candidly

small capital cannot lease a l arge farm in Eng -

tent Offic e of increasing the p ower of electric

from the icy regions of the North to the burn judged of. This iii the only way to progress
ing sands of the tropics. It was known and and improve, and the failure of a thousand
employed by man long before the first alphabet plans should never be held up as a bug-bear
was invented,-the waters of the Deluge had and a barrier to arrest the introduction and tri

implements necessary to cultivate it properly ;

ed that the e xperiments already made upon

all· enduring Pyramids were laid.

back to the old small farm system of sixty and

eighty acre leases, and rear up the lost virtuous
peasantry of other days.

A farmer with but a

sea, (which forms part of the circuit) to the
other pole of the machine.
says the Report,

" Serious doubts,"

"yere entertained by the

Pa

land, because it requires no small amount of shocks to a sufficient degree to over-power such
money to stock it with all the machinery and a large animal as a whalQ, yet we are inform

rolled over the face of Our planet,-the Tower al of a new and reasonable one to impro ve any
of Babel was erected, or the foundations of the art. It is our opinion that improvements will

and a person with a small farm, unless he has

article

whales have been successful."

Our doubts are

Leather is an

yet b e made in the manufacture of leather, of

of manufacture entirely, a compound such

a character as will reduce its manufactu

turing cost at least one half, for it cannot possi
A patent was granted for substance, a chemical product ; although it is
bly be considered a fixed fact, that this art has
one who has a large farm, must fail in the strug- self winding up the register of the Morse tele made of the skin s of animals, it is as different

all the required appliances to compete with
gle of competition.

It surely cannot be d o ubt-

cd that a farm of fifty acres can h e cultivated as

well and as profitably as one of 200 acres ;
but to do so with comparative economy,

the

small English farmer must have cheap and �ood
machinery adapted to the circumstances and
the work he has to perform.

The remedy for

hi m must come from America ; our excellent

and cheap portable thrashing and winnowing

machines, grist mills, &c., and our superior

hand implements, are the remedies we suggest
for a return to the small lease-holding system.

When in Britain some years ago, a very in-

telligent farmer (to whom we had a letter of in-

troduction from his son in this State) seeing

that our attention was principally directed to

his farming machinery and implements, asked
our opinion of them, and was more than sur-

not yet removed.

graph ; to it, an electro-magnet with an amature from the raw material as oil is from soap, which
is applied, this operates a lever and pawl, is one of its two in gredients. Skins are princi

which act upon a ratchet wheel that continual pally composed of gelatiue, which is soluble in
Iy winds up the main spring for driving the hot wat er, and is converted into glue by repeat
clock work of the register.

The extra electro

magnet is operated upon by the same current
which actuates the recording instrument

j pro

ed steepin gs in warm water.

Leather is sim

ply the raw material combined with some other

substance, which renders it elastic and insolu

SteaIn Fire Engine s .

Miles Greenwood, chief engineer of the Cin
cinnati fire department, has succeded in de
creasing the weight of the steam fire engine
eleven hundred pounds, and that too without

ble in water.

,..

the Boston Municipal Fire Alarm.

A patent manufacture.

was also granted to the inventor of the electric

fire alarm for an improvement in galvanic bat

teries ; it consists in having only a section of the

interior cup porous, instead of the whole of it,
�s was formerly the case.

Professor Henw ick.

The process of manufacture is n amed Tan

ning, and the .principal s ubstance employed is
tannic acid.

This acid is found in various sub

stances, but principally in the fruit. and barks

Two patents were of certain trees and shrubs.

Good upper l ea

The princi{lle in both

but slightly elastic, and perfectly water-proof.

Bourdon's pressure gauge for steam boilers,

simply steeping th e hides in this tan liquor, the

by an electric discharge.

w orkmen and women were using ; we admitted is the use of metallic alloys of different degrees
The tannic acid is extracted from barks, &c.
that his wrought iron plows, with steel shod of fusibility.
by immersing them in water, hot or cold, and by
shears, also his harrows, and some other imple-

----..
........
.�.
...
----

Various �ubstanees are employed impairing its efficiency in the least. The enor
to
obtain
this
result,
and different qualities of mous weight of this machine has all along been
One p atent was granted for striking bells by
its chief objection.- [Ex.
electro magnetism. This patent was illustrated leather are produced by the different ingredients
. .. . ..,
in Vol. 7, Scientific American, and constitutes employed, and th e modes of using them in its
vision is made to prevent over-winding up.

granted for improvements on the points of ther should have the following qualities-elas
prised when we answered that a Yankee farmer lightning rods, having for their object the ticity, softness, and insolubility in water. Good
could make better hoe handles, scythe snaths, prevention of melting off the whole point sole leather should be close in the grain, firm
and rakes with his axe, than those which his

arrived at its " manifest destiny " of perfection.

ments could not be surpassed, but we also as-

&c., is briefly noticed.

can machine which might be wheeled on a bar-

flattened sides forming the concave, and the

The principle of this tanning leaves the water, combines with the ge

Prof. Renwick,

who has occupied the chair

of Natural and Experimental Philosophy and

Chemistry in Columbia College, for more than

thirty years past, has resigned, but at the re
quest of the trustees of the Institution, he has
consented to continue his course of lectures
until March next.

President King announced

the resignation of the venerable ProfesEOr to the
students on the 1 6th inst.
...

', . . ...

Elias Hall, of Louisville, Ky., informs us that
he invented the new percussion priming descri
bed on page 1 0, this volume, " Scientific Ameri

can," as being recently patented by J. Winne
sured him that Yankee plows could b e furnish- gauge consists in having a metallic tube much latine of the skin chemically, and forms that water, of London. Mr. Hall states that in 1 845
ed to do as good work, for one-fourth the price, flattftned, then b ent into a curve, which may useful compound substance which forms our he informed the Secretary of War, and the
and as for his threshing machinery, an Ameri- amount to nearly a whole eircle, one of the understand'ings, and which we term " leather." Russian Minister of his invention, and he can
row would do as much work

hi a day as his, other the convex side of the curve.

which occupied a space not much less than a
decent sized barn.

The triumphant success of

the American

This is the theory of tanning, but in carry

The inte ing it out into practice the manipUlations are

rior of this tube is made to communicate with

exceedingly various,

and the qualities of the

the " London Times " notices with acclamation
an American threshing machine, lately introdu

ced by the celebrated Mr. Mechi, which it says

does as much work as the best English ones
of the same class, and cheerfully add� " it can

be furnished for one third the price."

��

This is

OOd news, and not a little flattering to the ho-

��b
��

PRIZES ! ! PRIZES ! !

the confined fluid, the pressure of which is to leather manufactured embrace' a very extensive
The following Splendid Prizes wili be given for the
be measured. This
ressure tends to force range of processes, machinery, and chemical largest list of mail subscribers to the Scientific American,

p

the flattened sides of the tube apart, and ac substances. It is not our intention to describe
don, has aroused British agriculturists to a just cordin g to the amount of this action, the any of these minutely.
Benge of the value of American machinery ; and pressure of the steam is measured by a pointer
All the processes of tanning are laborious,
reaping machines at the World's Fair in Lon

prove it.

connected with the , tube by pinion and lever,

sent in by the tirst of January next :

$100 for the largest list.

$aO for the 7th largest list.

$75 for the 2d largest Ii.t.

$25 for the 8th

ditto

$50 for the 3d

ditto

$20 for the 9th

ditto

ditto

$15 for the 10th

ditto

ditto
ditto

$10 for the 11th

ditto

$5 for the 12th

ditto

expensive, and tedious. It requires not only
$40 for the 5th
which tells what the amount of pressure is in weeks- but mor.ths, to tan a hide well ; and the
$35 for the 6th
pounds, by pointing to figures on the face cost of manufacturing leather in our country,
$45 for the 4th

The cash will be paid to the order of the successful

of a dial. If the interior of this tube is exhaust from the raw material, amounts to no less than competitors immidiately after JAnuary 1st, 1854.
These prizes are worthy of an honorable and energetic
ed of its air and made a vacuum, it will become a thirteen and a quarter millions of dollars an
competition, and we hope our readers will not let an op w
barometer. We have seen one of these me nually. A great variety of new substances have

chanical barometers, which was brought from been employed, and many curious plans adopted,
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portunity so favorable pass without attention.

ar For Terms see Prospectus on the last palle.

� titntifit
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it is distributed in columns ready to
in the case.

be placed round the Cape of Good Hope,

There is also on exhibition a machil1e for
casting type.

The metal is placed in a small

metallic box, which is heated by a charcoal fire,
and by the action of a forcing piston a small
portion of this is injected into a mould which
opens and drops the type, then closes, and re
General R e m arks -The Juries at the Crys

tal Palace have entered upon their duties. They
have been appointed from all parts of the coun

turns to a proper position for receiving another
portion of the injected metal.

The machine

may be turned by hand or driven by st6)am or

returning

fl'om the combustion of such pyrites.

period of five months and nineteen days, six

of bicarbonate of soda, as the source of carbon
ic acid, for effecting the decomposition of sul

The actual time of the ship under steam and

phuret of sodium ; and the' use of sulphate of

canvas was only 1 2 1 days-giving an average lime, and the agents before mentioned, in the

per day of 2 3 0 miles, or a little more than nine
and a half miles an hour.

The consumption

of coal during the whole voyage was but 2 , 1 05
tons, giving an average of about 17 tons per
day.

knots close hauled-in both cases with the

We can

not afford the space to name the whole of them,
but we give those on Classes V.�and Vr., and

X. This is a very ingenious machine, and we want

Jury D .-Machines for direct use :
Gen. James, Providence, R.

[We

would advise the inventor to construct his ma
chine so that the space between the letters

"
"

\V. Ayres,

A speci

It is certainly executed in a neat manner.

Victor Beaumont,
W. B. Leonard,

to see it introduced into general use.

men of its printing is shown with the machine.

1.

James Bogardus, New York City.

J.

Jones' Typographer, illustrated by us on page

John P. Bell, Pittsburg, Pa.

should not be quite so great.]

His address is

John Jones, Rochester, N. Y.

The machine

was patented June 1 8 th, 1 8 5 2 .

Samnel Woodruff, Hartford, Ct.

We are sorry that there are non e of Hoe's

Geo. Geddes, Fairmount, N. Y.

Mammoth

Jury F.-Scientific Instruments, &c.

Exhibition.

presses in the

They

woul d have given foreigners an idea of the

Prof. James Renwick, New York City.

power of the Press in our free country, as well

Prof. T. D. Buckingham, Philadelphia.

as a very good idea of what American ingenui

Geo. W. Blunt, New York City.

There are in the East Nave, how

ty can do.

Dr. Gaillardet,

ever, one of A. B. Taylor & Sons, an d one of

Dr. A. Clark,

the Adams' presses, employed in printing the

"

Henry R. Kimberly,
Prof. Carnochan,

Weekly Journal of the Association.
Joseph Laing, 66

"

Capt. Fox,
Thos. S. Cummings

of the time in operation.

"

Dr. E . S. Ludlow,

It attracts much at

tention, and is constantly surrounded by

"

Dr. W. Parker,

Fulton street, New York

City, exhibits a lithographic press, which is part

"

throng of the curious.

J. Parkman, Boston, Mass.

a

This art has been car

ried to great perfection, and proves a formida

W. D. Campbell, Quebec, C. E.

ble rival to the older arts of steel and copper

A. Noble,
Capts. Du Pont and Davis have resigned their
connection with the Crystal Palace Association.

plate engraving,-many of the periodicals of
the day being partially embellished with litho
graphs.

The art is one of increasing impor

Their resignation was caused by the pressure of tance.
other duties.
Charles Starr, of the American Bible House
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEm:NTS- Corn

She ller.

There is in the Machine Arcade a corn sheller

in this city, exhibits a Backer and Finisher, used
in binding books.

They are

ingenious and

exhibited by Wm. Reading, of Washington, D.

well made machines.

the ears may be shovelled into it instead of be

dridge street, New York City, exhibits one of

C . , which has one advantage over most others

ing placed in singly by hand.

It is a horizontal

cylinder of sheet·iron, perforated at the bottom
with holes large enough to allow the corn to

Cracker Machine.-W. R. Nevins, of 8 7 El

the cracker machines illustrated by us on page
305, Vol. 5.

Two rollers are placed at the top

of the machine for rolling ont the dough and

pass out, but not the cobs ; through this passes

passing it to the cutting roller, which is of ho

It was paten t e d J u

the cutters, which are worked by springs and

a revolving shaft fitted with cogs o r spurs ar rizontal shape, having arranged upon its faces

ranged spimlly around it.
ly 1 3 , 1 8 5 2 .

Clod Crusher-In t h e English Department

stand several agricJlltural implements from the
manufactory of the celebrated Crosskill.

The

mos t peculiar of these is an implement called a
clod-crusher, which is wholly unlike anything
It is a roller consi.ng

in use in this country.

of a series of cast-iron discs placed loosely upon

have followers upon their sides to clean them
from the dough.

From the cutters the dough

is carried away upon an endless apron to the
person who tends the oven.

This is an excel

lent machine.
Carri�ges-The show of carriages is very
good, but there is little of novelty here.

There

is a very good Broadway omnibus from the ma

an axle, independent of each other, these are nufactory of John Stephenson, of this city,
serrated upon the edges. Each alternate one is which is highly finished and elegantly painted.
Wood, Tomhnson & Co., of this city exhibit a
smaller than the other, and consequently must
revolve more times.

This communicates a side

motion between them which, with their serra
ted edges, must be very effective in crushing
hard lumpy ground, the purpose for which it
was designed.
Printing and

Type

llfachinery.-A.

Del

cambre, of Paris, is the exhibitor of a machine

for setting, and another for distributing typ e.
The former of these is very ingeniously con
structed.

The compositor sits down before a

finger-board; on which is arranged all the let
ters of the alphabet, smalr and capital, with the
customary pauses, &c.

These are placed upon

keys communicating by wires with the case at the
top o f the machine. This is formed by placing

thin strips of metal in a vertical position, leav
ing sufficient space between them for a single
type.

Between these the type are arranged in

knots for days together, and eleven or twelve
screw feathered.

buggy, the springs of which are of the ordinary
elliptical form, but are of a solid plate of steel.

Bradley & Woodruff, of Rahway, N. J. , are

the manufacturers of three buggies, exhibiting
Hubbard's patent carriage gearing, described by
us on page 1 0 6 , Vol. 8 ; the springs are four
wooden rods, two of them attached to the hind
axles and front of the box, and two of them to
the front axle and rear of the box.

'I'hey are

certainly very cheap, strong and easy, and we
must give them a decided preference over the
ordinary elliptic springs.
J.

N. Edson, of New Orleans, La., exhibits a

very nice

open buggy with the springs at the

side, terminating over the axles in a coil of
thin steel plate.
There are many others worthy of notice only
from their beautiful finish, and as all possessed

Recent li'oreign Inventions.

IMPROVEMENTS IN TREATING COPPER ORES.

Mr. A. E.

ore, in the specification of which it is stated
that-I. The calcined ore is washed with water
in vats of masonry, lined with wood or lead, to
avoid infiltration, and placed at different heights,
in order that the liquid which they receive may
pass from the first to other vats by means of cocks,
the material being kept agitated until the whole
of the salts of copper, formed by calcination,
The wash is then run into spare

are dissolved.
and

left

to clarify.

2. The

wash is

concentrated in leaden evaporating vessels, and
powdered vegetable charcoal is added, the mix
ture forming a paste, which may b e made into
bars.

IMPROVEMENTS

I N SHIP

PROPELLERS.-W.

J. Burch, of Crag, near Macclesfield, England,
disc, but by vanes or helical sections, which he
calls " fins," set in the circumference of a disc,
or wheel, to which the corresponding lines of the
vessels arQ prolonged, so as to form a kind of
of the disc tapering aft to the stern post, and

forwards forming a continuation of this quasi

L. Belford, of England, has secured cylinder, or trunk, to a little abaft the beam.

a patent for certain methods of treating copper

vats,

soda.

cylindrical-shaped p'rojection, from the position

. _----,
....
..
----...

2 6 8 of our last volume, is also on exhibition.

reduction of sulphuret of sodium to sulphate of

The English papers state that the Argo .patentee.-The propulsion is not effected by a

the particular branches entrusted to their exa Johnson & Co., Philadelphia : it is the kind in
They are mostly able men, and fully common use.
mination.
competent to decide understandingly.

The use

weeks of which period was spent in Australia.

made, with a fair wind, thirteen or fourteen

other power.

ducing.sulphuric acid, the heat being obtained

by way of Cape Horn, in the astonishingly short

It is from the manufactory of L.

try, with reference to their acquaintance with

3 .-The bars or bricks are then melted

and passed to a reverberatory furnace, to be
formed into ingots.
IMPROVED

Above and below the disc are apertures for the
Six vanes are set upon

passage of the fins.

the disc, and, revolved by the motive power,
propel the vessel.

The advantages alleged are,

that the truncated lines act in the manner of
Griffith's globnlar center, in nullifying the cen
tral

resistance,

chokes

which

the

ordinary

screw, an obj ect which is a grand desideratum,
if attainable. " The advantages," says the in

ventor, " gained by this arrangement, consist
in shielding the ineffective surface of the pro
peller from the passing current, and leading the
water upon the fins at such a radial distance
from the axis as will secure the whole power
By this altera

applied in the right direction.

tion of the locality of the screw, the current is
thrown direct on the helm."

IRON MANUFACTlJ RE.-H. Leach

[Collated from Our foreign exchanges, " Me

chanic's Magazine," " Newton's London Jour
" L'Invention," Paris, &c . .
"
has patented a process in the manufacture of nal," Artizan,"

man, of Compton-terrace, Islington, England,

iron, in which he adds common brickdust, �alt,
and black oxyde of manganese, to pig.iron in
the boiling process.

The proportions for mix

ing the materials in the first instance, are brick
dust, 1 2 0 lbs., salt 600 lbs., and oxyde of man·
ganese 2 8 0 Ibs.

The quantity of this mixtr;re

to be added to the iron varies from 20 to 5 0
lbs. p e r ton, less being used a s the iron is of su
perior quality.
IMPROVEMENTS IN ROLLING

IRoN.-Mr. C.

May, of London, has patented some machinery
for an improved method of rolling iron.

Four

steam cylinders act upon one large main wheel,
and the rollers are 80 arranged as to be driven
alternately in opposite directions, without re
versing the machinery.

The pile or rail may

be passed backward and forward through the
rolls, and be elongated in both directions, with
out the necessity of lifting it over the rolls.
Another claim is for arranging a series of rolls,
so that they shall be at such distance apart that
the iron may not be between two pairs at
the same time, and yet so that the succ�ding
pairs of rolls may be so near as to receive the
iron immediately after it has quitted the preceding
pair.

-

..

Ships.

We were p resent a few days since at the At
lantic Dock, Brooklyn, to witness the raising of
a " ship of one hundred tons burden; ' by the
above process, which has j ust as much to do
with Electricity as it has with the Moon, and no
more,.
Two cast-iron generators were partly filled
with wet gunpowder and
cast-iron

connected with a

retort or purifier filled with water,

from which passed a coil of cast-iron tube of
about ninety feet in length.

The whole appa

ratus was placed in a box about six feet square
and two feet high, which was filled with water.
From the end of the coil a hose,

dividing in

two parts, passed to six casks lashed to the sides
of an old canal boat which was sunk in about
fifteen feet of water.

The powder in one of the generators was

then ignited by a pistol which was fired into it,
and by its slow combustion carbonic acid and
carbonic oxyde gases were of course generated ;
these passed through the hose into the casks
previously filled with water, and displaced it
holes having been made in the bottom of the

IMPROVED PI S T o N . -i\f r. R. E. Peterson, Lon

don, has patented a new piston, consisting of a
flexible or elastic material, of a hollow hemi
spherical. or conical shape,

provided with a

rim or flange round its outer edge, held fast by
screw bolts between the flanges of two metallic
hemispherically-shap ed vessels, which form the
cylinder, within the upper of which the flexible
piston iw placed, so as to form a steam-tight
chamber between its npper surface and the in
ner one of the metal hemisphere.

The piston

rod pa£ses through a stuffing box attached to
the top of the upper hemisphere, and securely
fastened to the upper part of the flexible
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE

...

Foreman's " Electric " Process for Raising

I\iston.

casks for the water to pass out.

In a little less

than two minutes after the p owder was ignited
the boat rose to the surface, but before all the
casks had filled the hose burst and prevente d
any further success.

We are inclined to think very favorably of

this process, but the experiment, though trum
peted by some of the papers, as " eminently
successful," proved nothing.

When we arrived

at the spot the canal' boat, which had heen filled
with water and pretty well loaded with stones,

was yet floating ; after an additional quantity of
ballast had been added, it sank.

But mark, an

amount just sufficient to sink it was used, so

MANUFACTURE OF SUI. that a very slight change of specific gravity

PHURIC ACID, &c.-Mr. G. Robb, of Glasgow,

Scotland, has recently taken out a patent for

improvements in the manufacture of sulphuric
acid, alkalies, and their salts..

The claims arc

for the use of powdered pyrites, cinder,

oxyde

of iron, or oxyde of manganese, formed into
masses with clay Or alumina ; a mode of keep

would cause it again to float.

Hence it would

have been strange indeed if it had not risen.
But as we have said, we think well of the
plan ; i t is certainly

far cheaper, simpler, and

more speedy than those previously employed
the whole apparatus takes up but little room,

and can be transported by railroad to any part

this merit in a greater or less degree, we can
columns, with their faces in one direction. From not notice them for this. There are some ele ing up the heat of the kiln or furnace by the
each of these columns of type passes a groove gant French carriages in the Exhibition, too use of heated air, carbonic oxyde, or other
cheap combustible gas, or heated products of
or channel down an inclined plane at the rear heavy, thongh, for less than fou r horses.
.
combustion. For the decomposition of common
"" � ..
of the machine, all these uniting in one at the
lialt in a state of admixture with oxyde of iron,
A Short Voyage .
bottom ",where by a simple contrivance, the

employment of some other m!Werial besides gun

'fhe screw steamship Argo, an English ves

pyrites, cinder, or oxyde of manganese, by

sel, belon gin g to the GenGtal Screw Shipping

passing the vapor of sulphurous acid through

conceive that stands in the way of complete

type, as it passes down, is shoved into the com

�

6lmtritan .

posing stick.

By the action of another ma-

chine, not easily explained without drawings,

Co. , has pel'formed the voyage to Melbourne,

such componnd ; operating on pyrites for pro-
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of the

country.

The

inventor contemplates

using flexible camels instead of casks, and the
powder for the generation of the gases.

We

arc fearful, however, that the bursting of his
hose will prove a serious difficulty.
success.

It is all we

.
TO CORRESPONDENTS
W., of N, Y.-You say you have been a subscriber
to the Scientific American ·' four or five -sears," and still
you feel compelled to ask where you can obtain planing
machines. Almost every number since you became a
subscriber has contained a .. Planing Machine " adver�
tisement, and in ·No. 7 of this Volume, under head of
.. Crystal Palace." you will find the subject of planing
machines discussed. Bow can we do more for your en
lightenment on this subject ?
C. A. W., of Ala.-Ranlett's Architect is as good as
any known to us ; a good work was last year published
in Philadelphia, but we did not receive it, and conse
quently do not know the publishers.
C. B. F., of P".-We cannot give the information you
solicit about the size of the Marston Rille ball.
E. N. F., of S. C.-Use the 24 and the 9 inch pulleys.
There is no use of employing larger when the sma.ller
will answer the same purpose. We cannot tell what
would be the differenc. of power required.
J. P., of Ark.-Your case is a hard one ; you cannot
l'ecover anything from Mr. C., and so far as the injunc
tion is concerned, your testimony might remove it, but
that would depend on the will of the Court. In a trial
at common law, if it can be proven tha.t a pa.tentee is not
the original inventor, the patent may be declarod null
and void by the Court. In your case it would become
public property, as you have allowed it to go into public
use.
J. P. C., ofN. Y.-Yourintention has evidently been to
abandon the invention ; if not, why have you not taken
out a patent before ? If it interferes with Mr. A.'s. your
remedy is laid down in the law ; as a matter of course
we cannot become parties to an opposition to his case.
E. W. N., ofPa.-The illustrations of patented improve·
ments in all kinds of machinery. which have appeared
in the Scientific American, have been the means of do·
ing more for the benefit of patentees than any other
means ever used by them. Every person who desires to
be posted up in improvements consults our columns ; the
reason is obvious, the U Scientific American is the Reper
tory of American Inventions."
J. B., of N. H.-The improvement you describe in rail..
road trucks is not new.
W. P. P., of Vt.-There is no Commissioner of Patents
in Canada.
W. W. B., of Ind.-We have no plans of houses suita·
ble for your purpose. You had better consult Ranlett's
Architecture if you wish a cottage.
O. W., of Pa.-You must be your own judge in regard
to the propriety of purchasing '� Bulkley's Dryer." We
have no doubt of the correctness of the principle, but
have never seen it in operation.
J. L. L. M., of Pa., & F. M., of 111 '-We have written to
Washington to get an estimate of the cost of construct
ing your models, and as soon as we hear from them we
will address you by mail.
G. & 0., of Ohio-Scott's Engineers and Machinist's
Assistant is a good work for you ; price .24.
G. R. A., of Ct.-Your proposed plan for applying wa·
ter Is not patentable and contains no advantages.
J. W. M., of Ala.-There is no patentable novelty in
the improvement you describe for threshing grain.
G. H., of C. W.-We do not know of any machine such
as you require.
H. M., of Ohio-We cannot furnish the back numbers
of this volume. Pummace can be pressed in the manner
you propose : it is an old method. The question you ask
respecting the earth's polarity is not clearly stated : we
don't know what you mean.
E. F. F., of Vt.-For information in regard to Daniers
Planing Machine, address Ball & Rice, of Worcester.
Mass.
R. D., ot N. Y. City-You may call at our office and we
will take your statements and advise you.
W. T. C., of Ky.-Machines for crushing rock are well
known, if you have any improvement send us a model or
sketch of it.
D. H., of Ohio-Nothing new in your suggestion.
O. C., of Ohio-Both of the devices described in your
letter of the 12th appear to [Possess patentable novelty.
We do ."ot know of anything to prevent you from procu
ring a patent. Send models.
J. N. W.. of Tenn.-We do not discover any thing new
in your alleged improvement in water wheels ; spiral..
shaped buckets have long been known for the purpose.
and no claim could be matle on them now.
A. T., of Phila.-Yours is received.
J. H .. of Ky.-You are sur.ly entitled to a patent ; but
you are perhaps the best judge of its importance.
B. L., of Mass.-You can make as many fire.proof
buildings as you please with plaster of Paris-no person
will molest you.
T. P., of Md.-No patent could be obtained on your cof
fin except on the design-this relates to its ornamental
character.
A. N. N., of Ind.-We have never"'Seen a U spirit level "
so constructed as to indicate the inclination of an object
in degrees, and we believe one that would accomplish
such a purpose would be new and patentable, but we
cannot conceive how it can be done. We have seen the
same ends you propose accO!Q,Plished by mechanical
means. The . Plumb and Level Indicator, sold by us
some years since. was for that purpose.
E. E., of 1I1e.-It is impossible for you to obtain a pa
tent for the application of one metal for anotlier, in the
manufacture of an article in the manner described : it
does not constitute a patentable subject according to
the practice of the office.
T, A. R., of Pli.-The india rubber balls are made hol
low ; you can procure the article of any India Rubber
Company.
J. T. W., of Pa.-Several indicators for the same pur·
pose and similar to yours, have been proposed. We can·
not advise you to spend money upon it; R. R. Compa..
nies will not pa.y the expense of their introduction.
S. O. C., of Ill.-We decline to give you an opinion in
reference to the' alleged novelty of Mr. M.'s invention(;
it. i s not proper that we should advise with any one in
regard to it. except the inventor or some one he may
permit to represent his interests. which you are· not au·
thorized to do.
H. B., of Ct.-We cannot satisfactorily answer your in
quiry in reference to the value of the Steam Valve. We
think its value in a merchantable sense is doubtful.
G. F. S. Z., of Va.-There is no value that we can dis
cover in your paddle wheel for steamboats. You cannot
make the parts sufficiently strong to bear up allainst the
severe pre!SUre to which wheels are subject. without
rendering them cumbr�us and useless. We advise yOU
by all means to drop it.
B.

� titnfifit �mtritan
R. A. J., of V�The books you name we cannot fur·
nish, as we have no duplicates on hand.
O. W. M., of Conn.-Your method of using engraved
rolls for the purpose of ornamenting the surface of me'
tals. is not patentable. We understand your meaning.
F. P. C., of S. C.-In No. 3. Vol. 2, Sci. Am., you will
find a steam boiler feeder operating in the same manner
as you have described.
O. D., of Md.-You can send additional subscriptions
on the same terms as tho former club ; we shall be glad
to receive them. The method you describe for forcing
water is old ; better plans are used at present. Your ra.
ker may be new ; you can send us a sketch of it for ex
amination if you wish to, and we will further advise
you.
O. C., of Mas•.-We undoubtedly secure more patents
every year than any other two a.gencies in the country ;
of course we cannot always succeed, since more than
one half of the entire number of applications are rciect.
ed ; but we never encourage an inventor unless we have
confidence in his ultimate success. This course we have
always pursued, it is the only one honorable to the pro·
fession. We have frequently received complaints against
agents located in Washington : sometimes they are just,
but in most cases they are against irresponsible agents,
who assume to withdraw and retain fees due on rejected
cases, when they have no rightful claim to the money :
respectable agents will not do this without the cogni·
zance of their applicants.
W. H. M of N. C.-Your plan is good, and has been
sometimes successfully practiced, but not with a bow and
arrow.
J. P ofN. Y.-The waste heat of lime kilns and smelt
ing furnaces has been employee. for generating steam
under a boiler ; but this is different from your plan,
whicn is to burn your lime with hot air. Your plan is
not so good, in our opinion, but it is new ; if found use·
ful it is patentable.
J. M., of Ohio-Double piston pumps operating in the
manner shown in your communication are very com
mon. Kase's patent pump is constructed upon the same
principle ; you cannot procure a patent on it.
J. A. T., ofMass.-Many substitutes for the crank have
been proposed, but they all possessed some inherent de
fect : hence none are in use. If you have any thing new
send on a. sketch of it for examination.
A. H. J., of N. Y.-A wheel of the very same kind as
you describe was long ago published in the Scientillc
.
AmerIcan.
J. A of N. Y.-You can procure the articles you want
of E. N. Kent. 118 John st, this city.
ilr Unsigned Communications are r<\iected unless
there is abundant reason to believe that the writer is
ignorant of his duty in this respect. It is not at all
likely that we shall make an unwarrantable use of the
·names of our correspondents, therefore why withhold
them ?
Money received on account of Patent Office business
for the week ending Saturday, Nov. 19 :A. G. C of Me., $li5 ; G. W. C., of Mo., $50 ; W. Z. W.
& J. W. C., of N. Y., .30 : E. S. S., ofN. Y., .30 ; W. C.W ..
of Mass., $15 ; T. G., of R. I., $30 ; H. S. W., of 0., $30 ;
S. B., of Ct., $30.
Speciftcation� and drawings belonging to parties with
the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent
Office during the week ending Saturday,Nov. 19 :L. & M. T., of Wis. ; C. & S of L. I. ; A. N. N., of Ind.;
C. R., of Ill. ; L. & C., of Ohio.
.. . .. . ...
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A Chapter of Suggestlons, &: c

ALL GOIIE, ALL GONE.-At the commencement of the
present volume, we printed 5.000 extra copies, which
we concluded would be sufficient for the subsequent
demand. It is now but eight weeks since Volume
Nine was commenced, and to the disappointment of
many we are obliged to announce that the entire edi·
tions of two numbers, 1 and 2, are all gone, and that
we shall not be able to furnish the back numbers to
any parties who order after this date.
MISSING NUMBERS-Mall Subscribers who have failed to
receive some of the numbers of Vol. 8, are informed
that we are able to supply them with any of the num·
bers, from 1 to 52, EXCEPT the following, and these we
are ENTIaELY out of-Nos. 2. 3, 4. 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17. 18
19. 20. 21, 22, 25, 26, 47, 48. 49. 50, 52_
PATENT LAws. AND GUIDE TO INVENToRs-We publish
and have for sale, the Patent Laws of th. United States
-the pamphlet contains not ouly the laws but all infor_
mation touching the rules and regulations of the Pa·
tent office. Price 12 1-2 cents per copy.
RECEIPTs-When money i s paid at the office far .ubscrlp
tions, a receipt for it will always be given, but when
subscribers remit their money by mail, they may can
sider the arrival of the first paper a bonafide acknow
ledgment of the receipt of their funds.
BACK NUlIIBERB AND VOLUMES-In reply to many Interro.
gatories a. to what back numbers and volumes of the
Scientific American can be furnished, we make the fok
lowing statement : Of VolB. 1, 2, 3, and 4-none_ Of
Vol. 5, all but six numbers, price, in sheets, $1 ;.bound,
$1,75. Of Vol. 6, all ; price in sheets, $2 ; bound, t2, 75.
Of Vol. 7, all ; price, in sheets, .2 ; bound, $2,75. Of
Vol. 8, all ; price, in sheets. $2 ; bound, $2,75.
GIVE lNTELLIGIBLB DlaBCTIONS-We often receive letters
with money enclosed, requesting the paper sent for the
amount af the enclosure, but no name of State given
and often with the name of the post-office also omitted
Persons should be careful to write their names plainly
when they address publishers, and to name the post.
office at which they wish to receive their paper, and
the Siate in which the post-office is located.
PATENT CLAIMS-PerSons desiring the claim of any inven·
tion which has been patented within fourteen years,
can obtain a copy by addressing a letter to this -office,
stating the name of the patentee, and enclosing $1 for
fees for copying.
PATENTEEs-Remember we are always willing to execute
and publish engravings of your inventions, providing
they are on interesting subjects, and have never ap
peared in any other publication. No engravings are
inserted in our columns that have appeared in any,
other journal in this country, and we must be permit
ted to have the engravings executed to sult our own
column. in size and style. Barely the expemse of the"
engraving is c""rged by us, and the wood·cuts may !be
clalmod by the inventor, and subsequently used to ad
vantage in other journals.

• .

+

ENGINEERS ASSISTANT.-Lately
American and Foreign Patent AMERICAN
published.-The American Engineer, Draftsman and
Machinist's Assistant, designed for Practical Working
men. Apprentices. apd those intended for the Engineer·
Agency.

ing profession, illustrated with 200 wood cuts, and 14
MPORTANT TO IN VEN'l'ORS.-The undersigned
large engraved Lithographic Plates. of recently con
in structed
been extensively engaged
having for several years
I
American Machinery and En
. ine Work ; by
procuring Letters Patent for new mechanical and chem'
to inventors upon the
ical inventions. after theirAllservices
business entrusted to their
most reasonable terms.
Private consultations are4
charge is strictly confidential.
until
at their office from 9 A.theM.,expense
held with inventorshowever,
need not incur
P. M. Inventors.
can all be
as the preliminaries
of attending in person,
sent with safety by
arranged by letter. Models can be
mediu.m. They shttuld
express, or any other convenient
in size. if possible. of Europe.
not be over 1 foot square
Havin� Agents located in the chief cities
fa i
�t� ,:;��f;!i
r�. �gj: t�!�gb�t\�l�\�f:��� ie����:
the firm. who IS pre·
of the members of manufacturers
attention of one with
at all
inventors and
pared to advise
times, rela��J'Z"�8: %�it;:t\�C American Office
.
128 Fulton street, New York.

UROPEAN PATENT!!.-MESSRS. MUNN & co.
E pay especial attention to the procuring of Patents
in foreign countries, and are prepared to secure patents
in all nations where Patent Laws exist. We have our
own special agents in the chief European cities ; this en"
abies us to communicate directly with Patent Depart·
ments. and to save much time and expense to applican ts
RITISH COMMERCIAL LIFE 1N8URANCE
B COMPANY-London and America.-Capital $3 oou 000 . Referees in New York-His Excellency Hamil
of the State of New York ; Anton Fish, late' Governor
H. B. M. Consul ; Stephen Whitney,
thony Barcia
Esq., Samuel Wetmore. Esq., Hen.
Es . ,
. Judge Uampbell, John Cryder,
ix, Esq., John tl. Hicks. Esq. This
of
ompany bas been ins successfuln operation upwards
t
s
t
f�:�;;
i���:���:� ��������ft�son� loan
���� :��� r�����; half
premium may remain
granted on policies
and
crossing the Atlantic ; California
no extra charge for
the Mutual
taken. The profits under
Au!tralian risks
Bonuses paid in
six years. cent.
divided everywas
Principle are
LUMLEY
$34 per
cash ; last bonus declared
FRANKLIN, UEO. M. KNEVITT, Agents, 65 Wall street,
11 4
New York.

Oliver Byrne. Embra ·
Instruments. Geo
BlockS,

d Dra.wing
and Pillow
ge. Horse
&�;£'i?
d l.m��::
ellers, Ericsson's
Rotary Engine,
published in one
Oaloric Engine. &c., &
large 4to vol.. handsomely bound, and sold at the low
price of $Ii. It will be sent to any part of the United
States free of Postage. on receipt of the amount by mail.
A liberal discount made to Agents and Booksellers. Ad
dress. C. A. BROWN & CO. Publishers. N, W. Cor. of
6 6
4th and Arch .treets. Philadelphia.
OVA
SUO'!'IA AND NEW BRUNSWICK PA
N TENTS-The undersigned will procure Letters Pa·
tent for the Provinces of Nova Scotia a.nd New Hruns..
tive
n
n i r t o
�?:tict !:t l!l �:o� �b! ::C:f:t�}! !��:��b�erfet:.
l'E1'ER STUBS.
Barrister, Attorney at Law and Notary Public.
9tf
S t. John, N. B.
NGINEERING.-The undersIgned is prepared to
E furnish specifications, estimates. �llans. inggenerall or
g;!:!���S !�::���s����t
� tjS���rn::; �} �v��: �:
machinery. boilers,
scription. Broker in
tea
n A
'!'us�f:g Vc�'i:l��
��ug�:. Xli�� 1W� �
l's Salinometers,
Packing, Faber'S Water Ga
Dudgeon's Hydraulic Lifting ess, Roebling's Patent
tc.
Wire Rope for hoisting a
'
'C'k"1�tW§�':J8��L�b�
Consulting Engineer, 64 Broadway·
7 lS*
ICHOL S' PA'I'IllN'I' PARAGON SAFETY CANS
Glass 1I1etallic-lined Lamps.-These beautiful
N and
glass
lamps protect against breakage as well as against
explosion. They are infinitely superior to all others.
Orders addressed to the N; E. or Sand wich Glass COil.,
Boston, Mass., will be promptly answered.
10 10*

UREKA GOLD SEPARATOR-This machine
practi·
E has been thoroughly tested by scientific and to
any
cal gold miners, and pronounced far superior
up but
Analgamator yet known-an Alalgamator taking
feet square, and very trifling power, is capable of
three
amalgamatin� one ton per hour, with RI'eat ease and
erfection, WIthout any loss of quickSIlver Whatever.
¥
li
l
�b�
s���:�t Pp���� ���cg� ����e��nfo�::tl;'��!n
ob,mned on application to JOHN ��Y:��et w.·V.
ACHINIST'S
TOOLil-STEELE
&
STANNARD,
M Jersey City, N. J have on hand. and are building
constantly. Lathes. Planing Machines, Drillers. and
other Tools. of a superior character ; double gear heavy
NEW HAVEN MANUFACTURING CO.
Drilling Machines. to take in 48 inches in diameter j �e- T HE
New Haven, Conn., having purchased the entire
11 2
neral character of Tools extra heavy.
Mill, for the Uni·
right of E. Harrison's Flour and Grain
the term of five years, are
ted States and Territories, formills
notice. These
short
at
said
furnish
to
prepared
now
FUR
BOILER
STEAM
AKER'S IMPROVED Palace, &c. Apply to mills are unequalled by any other mill in use, and will
B nace, as used at the Crystal
20 to 30 bushels per hour of fine meal, and
from
grind
J. AMORY, 28 State st, Boston, General Agent. 11 tf will run 24 hours per day. without heating. as the mills
from 1400 to 1500 lbs of the
are self·cooling. They weigh
30 inches in diameter ; snugly
best French burr stone,frame.
d 40x60 feet ; 3 packed
WORKS FOR SALE-Lan
price of mill $200, packing
in a cast·iron
STEAM
10 ho:t:se. en $Ii. Terms
fire·pr�of bOiler house.;
story building.boiler.
cash. Further Jj>articulars can be had by
I!!phttmg,
Ide planer ; cuttmg,
S
gine and tubular
or to S. C. HILLS, a r
bo
fence pale�
lathest baluster,
fr
and upright saws, wood
and ��'li���So�,"r��ti.'tls1��'*��:
&c. &c. All new
bung machme,
ring ship plug and
health
Subscriber's
men.
12
Employing
order.
in p�rfect
he
or
terms.
: on favorable
EW HAVEN MANUFACTuRING COMPANY
has failed him. Price '7,300
E. A. HILI"
.
-Tool Builders, New H&ven, Conn., (successors to
would retain an interest.Decatur
st, East Boston. Mass. N
10 0*
Scranton & Parshley) have now on hand $25.000 worth of
Machinists' Tools, consisting of power planen, to plane
;3
ABOR SAVING BU'}'TER WORKER-Recent· from 5 to 12 feet ; slide lathes from 6 to 18 feet long
size hand lathes, with or without shears ; counter shafts
Rights for sale. There
ly patented : State or County
L
to fit all sizes and kinds of universal chuck gear cutting
in this most ne.edful arU- engines
being little or no com�etition
; drill presse� index plates, bolt cutters, and 3
r t
l
slide rests· The uompany are also manufacturing
�� \��l ���k�:: size
�!S!�����U�����tc if��n�Pa��u�
.team engines. All of the above tools are of the best
g
iS
i t
n a n
and are for sale at 25 per cent. less than any
:tl�n1 ���1 's��;' 1fd�r��� b� \�'t quality.
f{�cr��, :'it J� :e1r��
other tools in the market. Cuts and list of prices can
ter, L.�. SMl'fH, Patentee, Pineville P. O., Bucks f,o., be
had by addressinf as above ost-paid. Warehouse
pa.
w ork. S. C. iULLS, Agent N. H' �""
5
lcr,i:;�:�o� e
ma ��
OCHRAN'S QUARTZi byCRUilHER-These
at
C chines having proved practical operation
TONGIDNG AND G R O O V I N G 
over all others, for PLANING,
various �old mines their superiority
BEARDSLEE'S PATENT.-Practical operation of
i
e
! �a�gr:; these Machines throughouts every dportion of ethetUnited
w�tot��ct ������;�
S:n�����r3:I�Z
in this citY on applica-- ��;��e�o�f���: :�J'�� oft:,,�� T'l,�S ���k �h �;�r�
can be seen in daily operation
OHN S
/J
ti n :0
duce cannot be equalled by the hand plane. They work
J
·���9r�tre�t��:'y.
�8
from 100 to 200 feet, lineal measure, per minute. One
n
w
c i e s
UDSON MACHINE WORKS and Iron Foundry
l�� t�� :�:l����ri:�e� rii�;� ih��0g:eh!/:fIl1�� o�
H -at Hudson City, N . Y., are prepared to contract ili�feet
Spruce fiooring in ten months .. Working models
for castings for railroads. bridges, buildings. gas pipes of
be seen at the Crystal Palace, where further informaand posts, water pipe. cast·iron ornamental fioors, caua can
non, &c. Steam engines and boilers. high a.nd low pres ti n an be obtalned, Or of the '3'�'5:tw.a�:tl.�lL�.Y
sure, sugar mills. Cornish lifting and forcing pumps for 'l tl
mines, also superior hydraulic pumps and presses, and
8uperior machinists' toQ1s made to order. Especial at·
ARSONS' SELF-STRAINING SAW-Requires
tention given to the making of patent machmes. Or� P only ten pounds' weigh.t to strain it, and combines
ders by mail will receive prompt t�&�:OBb oK
e
a
f
& CO. ;:m t�::�� ��c� fe��� i��� �a�fI� t:�1 r� �;��r��l�i
T. H. LANG, Oate foreman at the New York Novelty cut as much lumber with one·fourth less power, and is
Works), F. COOK, H. McCLELLAND.
7 3m in successful use in five States. A working model is in
the Crystal PaJaoo. whe.re further information canMl'JR
be
Of p
Sbarre, Penn., JA
LACK LEAD CRUCmLEil-Of superior quality, �8�E§. i.�i. �'lii�b�s� i':��\�
warranted equal to any manufactured in the
arid, by D. H. PURINTON, of Bomerset, Mass. 7 5'
OF INVENTION-ISAAC B. FUTVOYE.
Patent A�ent, Quebec, undertakes to procure let·
SOAP STr ONE-An reextenslve'n strata of finer Soap PATEN'l'S
h
e
e
cha���� jo� s:i���l�:� fdfr:� ���nN�l w;� 1��. i��lli d�!;�s� �l��/�fn� �f1J�r.':;i'e".I '1r&�I���':;
8 4'
Commission.
4 tf
ming, P. O Luzerne Co., Pa.
B. ELY, Counsellor at Law, 52 Washington street,
..t., N. Y.
ACHINERY.-S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt
• Boston, will give articular attention to Patent
in Steam Engines, ,Boilers, Iron Planers ases.
M dealer
Refers to Mess.. lYunn & Co., Scientillc American.
Universal Chucks, Drills ; Kase's, Von Schmidt's
Lathes
Machines ; Wood 16tf
; Johnson's Shingle Machines
and ather Pumpsand
Dick's
;
Law's" Planing
worth's, Daniel's.
ticing and Tennoning
Presses, Punches. and Shears ; MOlo'n,-EONARD'S MACHINERY DEPOT, 1 09, Pearl
Beal's Patent Cob
Machines ; Belting ; Machinery
Manuand Grindstones ; Lead and L st., and 60 Beeaver, N.t Y.-Leatherl Banding
Mill
Burr
;
and Corn Mills
Iron Pipe, &c. Letters, to be noticed, must be post-paid. ��g��b'e �i�;Il\lr�h�f�: �hJ;,9,1�n� �[�:r a::kt���
Itf eow
makers. Also, a general supply of mechanics' and man·
i
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE, �'::'thu::����:es, and a superior qUV. :f. 'lIf��1'lrE�d
Washington, Nov. 12, 1853.
Itf
N THE PE'l'ITION of Samuel S. Allen of Salem,
O in the County of Salem, ' and State of New Jersey,
OGAN, VAIL &: CO., No. 9 Gold st. New York.
formerly of Miamisburg, OhiO, praying for the extension
of a patent granted to him on the 15th day of January. L Agency for Geo. Vall & Co., Speedweli Iron Work.,
1840, to Which improvements were added on the 29th day Morristown, N. J.t furnish and keep on hand Portable
a
n
ll
G
of March, 1841, for an improvement in. Machines for
Huskin, and Shelling Corn, for seven years from the W;::�k��S,! -Wa��JWh�:fs�t�o� W��e� W!��:f! lf��
celebrated
expiratIOn of said patent, which takes place on the 15th size, Portable Saw Mills, complete ; Bogardus's
g
s
a
e
o
f
a
4�t i� o����e nh:f�t! :�����wg;.a�� gl?r"J �[the Pa- ro� �t�t;�!��S:n�0�Yfi��h�1ii!�ft��ret �:tn� �� ;:��'
tent Office on Saturday, the 14th of January next. at 12 '· rior quality for machinisti, Saw Gummera, Hand Drills,
0 Tyre Bonders, and shafting and machinery generally.
clock, M. ; and all persons are notified to appear and
show cause, if any they have, why said _petition ought 39 1y
not be granted.
' cALLISTER
&: BROTHER. - Opticians and
e
t
e
dealers in mathematical instruments, 48 Chesnut
t!e �:���t08���lt!rr oW!����� ���r:i���t �oN� f�<
st., Philadelphia, Pa. Mathematical instruments sepa
writin�, at least twenty days before the day of hearin� ; M
all testImony filed by either party to be used at the saId rate and in cases, Protractorsr/ &cing Dividers, Draw�
P
S
,
hearing must be taken and transmitted in accordance
a e s
with the rules of the office, which will be furhished on �1�is:�, 'Jrg:%s��:�:� J;S;om:t:ri.etc� l�� rri ll�Eltrated and priced catalogue will be sent by mall free of
a
40 6m"
P6'�J:r�d�' also, that this notice be published In the charge.
n
n
hl�3et�I:t /e��Yl�� l;��'�g
R�Pe'
c American. New York ; Boston Post,.
Post, a
ORRIS
Norristown, Pa. Tho subscribers
e
t
N build andWORKS,
send to any part of the United State.,
�hi��0�En�����dfi!����1i�o� �������e� ro�tt�:�
successive weeks previous to the fourteenth day of Jan· ��:rKlfn�H�=��e!y�T�!��y 3��r��r���le Engines,
CHARLES MASON,
nary next.
THOMAS, CORSON & WEST.
4I !y.
Oommissioner of Patents.
P. S.-Editors of the above papers will please copy and
B. HUTCHINSON'S PATENT STAVE Cut
send their bills to the Patent Office, with a paper con·
11 3
taming this notice.
C • tine Machines-'l'he best in use, and applicable
alike to thick and thin staves for barrels, hogsheads,
",
ORA WINGIl-J. H. BAILEY. Me
��; �s3 ��:�:'k���l�:S�n¥hi���
�l:�� �!�����\�;
MECHANICAL
chanical or Architectural Drawings exe(\uted in ail expense of manufacturin� at least fifty per cent.
For
��'ljit(:lili�pective. Office Tryon Row, No. 6, o�fo:lte
�;�!!,"J!:�J.�ta, apply to C. B. H��r"" DRAPER'S PATENT OILER-A cut of
SCO'I'T
which appears in No. 1 1 present Volume SCI.. AII!"
may be obtained of E. D. & cr. DRAPER, Hopedale, MIl·
ford, Mas •. , or of ANDREWS & JESUP, 70 Pine street,
11 4'
New York.
.•

.•

I!

.•
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Gilding---No. 2.

made of steel,

2nd. In 1 836, J. Elkington, of Birmingham,
brass,

& Scott's patent Oil Dripper.

A is the body of

the can ; B is a socket into which the tube, C,

(Continued from pali:e lIO.)

Eng.,

Oil Dripper.

This engraving is a vertical section of Draper

obtained a patent for gilding copper,
&c.,

is secured.

D is a reservoir

in the proportions of 21 ozs. pure nitric acid,
ozs. of pure muriatic, and

The

14 ozs.

of pure wa.ter.

The

about two

ticle will depend on circ.mstances,

partly on

the quantity of gold in the liquid, and partly on

the size and weight of the article, but a little

practice will enable the workman to operate
Supposing the articles to be gilded ,

correctly.

are brass or copper buttons, or small articles for
gilt toys, earings, bracelets, &c.-a considerable

number of which ma) be strung on a bent cop

per wire-they are dipped into the boiling gold

' solution, and moved gently therein for a few

minutes, when they are taken out and washed
well in clean water.

Considerable practice is required to manage

the boiling liquid,

as it is evident that the first

batch of articles which are gilt will leave the

liquor minus a portion of its gold ; it is therefore
necessary to add a small portion of fresh gold
solution for every new quantity of articles to be
gilded.

The progress of the gilding must be

noted from time to time by the workman,

and

care must be exercised not to expose them to

streets,

The tin tube being soldered to the

cap, �hen any sediment from the oil gets into

the tube and stops its running, it has to be
forced back into the can by means of a wire,
and of course is liable to trouble again.

The

tin tubed cans and all others however construct
ed, except this, are frequently covered with oil,

dripping down on the outside, rendering them

dirty, and wasting much oil.

All the disadvantages of the stopper are ob

viated in these cans, by unscrewing the tube to
fill the m.

The tubes are made of cast steel and

hardened so that the delivery is uniform, as the

hole cannot b e enlarged at the pleasure of the
operative.
they

In case these tubes get obstructed,

may b e

cleaned out.

unscrewed

and the sediment

The oil that runs down the out

side of the tube is conveyed back into the can,

thus saving much oil, and rendering it neat to

han dle.

Address E. D.

ford, Mass.

& G. Draper, Hopedale, Mil

R

a solution of aquafortis greatly diluted with wa

nia, out of which they are taken, washed well

The annexed engraving is a perspective view
of the ordinary decanting vessel,

with a sec

tional view of the tube, showing Nichol's im

and goldsmiths to bring out a rich color upon

the decanting orifice ; E is

A is the body of the can ; B is the tube with
a metallic tube

the surface of t�eir trinkets, is made by dissolv through which passes a wire connecting with
the valve C.

G

is the replenishing tube, closed

by a cork ; D is the vent orifice closed by a

This pickle takes up both a portion valve at the same time with the decanting ori

of the copper and the gold of the article.

articles which are

The

dipped into this solution,

must be at once plunged into pure �oft wa�er

and well washed ; they are then wiped with a

fice.

F is a ring for pulling the wire and open

ing the valve, C, which is close d aa soon as re

leased by the coiled Spl ing in G.

It is well known that many serious accidents

soft cloth and finally dried in warm bran.

have occurred in the use of the ordinary de

when gilding, should be plunged at once into

or upsetting, thus spilling the fluid and filling

Upon every occasion, articles to be gilt, and canting vessels, from their accidentally falling
clean water,

when lifted out of any solution

containing acid.

The reason for doing this is

the room with explosive vapors.
this invention is to remove

The design of

these dangers by

that a black oxyde forms very suddenly on the the use of the self-acting valves, which keep all
surface of the article when exposed to the air,
e�pecially if lifted out of a hot solution.

Pure

gold is not oxydized by exposure to the atmos
phere, but it must not

be forgotten that the

the orifices closed 'vhen
use.

ealiily affected with oxy"en.

the vessel

is not in

It will be seen that should the fluid or the

vapor of the fluid ignite at either of the ori

articles are made of copper or brass, metals fices of the ordinary can,
which ar�

Dr. Oppenheim, during his

reliidence in Turkey, owed his life to this sim

ple and efficacious treatment.

Dr. Graves, from

whom this anecdote is quoted, also reports the
case of a gentleman, thirty years of age; who,

from long continued sleepiness, was reduced to
a complete living skeleton, unable to stand on
his legs.

It was partly owing to disease, but

chiefly to the abuse of mercury an,d opium, un

til at last unable to pursue his business, he sank

of

that county,

and a beautiful mantel clock and vase, costing
in all $ 1 00, being the amount of a prize they

had offered for the best bale of Memphis cotton
exhibited at the Crystall Palace Fail.
"4 ' -

...

Erratum.

. . - ..
LITERARY NOTICES.

into abject poverty and woe.

Dr. Reid men

CHEMISTRY OF D YING-This is a new work published by
H. C. B air d , 01 Philadelphia, Pa .. an d forms one of the
best of that pra.ctical cJass of works devo ted to the arts,
for which h e is distinguished as a publi sher. I t s author
is James Napi er, F. C. S., an excellent che mi st and prac�
tical dyer. He was in this country a few years 8 go, and
was for a number of years the l?rinc ipal analytic c h @ 
m i s t in the laboratory of D r , Gnffi.ths, of London. 'Ve
personal1y know its author, an d have the ut o t confi
dence in his abilities and knowledge. Excepting the
EsSays of CruID, on Dyeing, it is the only work o f the
kind in existence which treats o f the art as a science.

m s

in the light of modern chemistry.

ANNUAL Oll" ' ELECTRO METALLURGY.-This a neat vo
lume, by the same author and the same publisher. It 1s
a s ably written as the work on Dyeing, b u t does D o t
contain so much that is freeh a n d instructive ; it i s , how
ever, an excellent work.

A HOMEI FOR ALL-I s the title of a new book, by O . S.
Fowler, published by Fowlers & W ells. of this city : jt i s
intended to describe the • . gravel wall " mode o f build
ing a d p e d by the author ; be also advocates the octa
gon form. The gravel wall is certainly by far the cheap
est mode of building hitherto devised, hut time must test
its d urability. W e do not like the octagon form for pri·
va.te buildings. The book is :vublished in popular style,
and is very readable.

o t

We have r eceived the third number of Vol. 2, of the

H Book of the ,"Vorl d . " a beautiful
per iodi c a l. published
by Weik & Wie ck, 195 Chestnut street Philadel phia. It
is beautifully illustrated, and sold at 25 cents a num

ber.

H D ickens' Household Words," for November, is a ca·
pital number-brim-full of good things. McElrath & Ba
ker, 17 Spruce st., N. Y., publishers.

tions a friend of his who, whenever anything
occurred to distress him,

soon become drowsy

A fellow student also, at Edin

and fell asleep.

fast asleep, and, with the book still in his hand,

went on reading utterly unconcious of what he

A woman at Hainault slept se

Another is recorded to havlj slept once

Dr. Macnish mentions a wo

The venerable St. Augustine,

provements attached.

of water.

or stream, and empty pitcher after pitcher on

his face and body.

and Dr. Elliotson quotes the case of a young

by heat as in fire gilding.

part 01 alum, two parts of nitre, and three parts

cumstance, did not bring him to the next well

lady who slept for six weeks and recovered.

very weak solution of the nitrate of mercury as

one

peopie, who are well acquainted with the cir

man who spent three-fourths of her life in sleep,

duced by dipping the articles to be gilded (be

ing one part (by weight) of common salt,

dually narcotised, and would die, if the country

years.

fore they are boiled in the gold solution) in a

The brightening solution employed by gilders

in the neighborhood of a poppy field, and the

wind blows over towards him, he becomes gra

for forty days.

The deadening may also be pro

trate of mercury, which is afterwards expelled

Curiosities of Sleep.

In Turkey, if a person happens to fall asleep

venteen or eighteen hours a day for fifteen

in clean water, and then dried in warm dr:\: saw

by dipping them in a weak solution of the ni

. .. . ..

was uttering.

ping them again into a warm solution of ammo

Or after the articles are

Pope,

two silver candlesticks,

that the mistake is not a singular one.

dearest friends stretched on his death-bed, fell

ter, then washing them in clean water, and dip

1.

with It silver salver,

In some res

of noon-day, sunk into a profound slumbe.r.
Another person, reading aloud to one of his

this can be done afterwards by dipping them in

described in No.

sented Colonel John

death of a neal' relative, threw himself on his

If the articles

gilded as now described, they can b e deadened

Cotton.

The merchants of Memphis, Tenn., have pre

bed, and almost instantaneously, amid the glare

gilt in this manner are required to be deadened,

dust or bran.

. ' .. . ...
Preminm for Prize

burgh, upon hearing suddenly the unexp�cted

__-----..�.�.
4.. '..
-------4

Nichol's Patent Safety Can.

Large articles require

longer boiling than small ones.

N. Y.

also frequently takes place at the side tube usetl
for filling.

This method of gilding is no doubt due

to an electric action.

per cent.

Peet & Xichols, corner of Broadway and John

the air, until they are properly covered with the
gold.

earning a . compound interest" at a large rate

Address J. R. Nichols, Haverhill, Mass., or to

ly cleaned from scale or grease, are suspended

The time required for gilding any particular ar

It possesses excellent qualities, and is

cate with the fluid.

The articles to be gilded after being perfect

dip them into the liquid, which is kept boiling.

It is to be understood that

Money ex

The description annexed to Booth's patent
notice. The body of the lamp is made of me
tal and covered with glass, which frees it from grain winnower, in our Crystal Palace article_of
the objection usually made to the use of metal last week, referred to G. B. Salmon's machine,
:
lamps, and should it fall it could Uot break, and and should have appeared under his name.
there is no chance for the flame to comnmni The machines so closely resemble each other,

hours ; it is then ready for use.

on wires to be convenient for the workmen to

dollars a year more profitably than by taking

pects we prefer it to any other brought to our

Four gallons of dis

for

the vessel exposed to danger or loss by evapo

among the very best of its class.

After allowing the

stove,

servants and others may be, they cannot leave

mined.

and the whole made to

a

that however careless

fluid lamp, which we have very carefully exa

it is poured off into a

are then added,

It will b e seen also,

Dr. Nichols is also the inventor of a safety

tilled water, and 20 lbs. of bicarbonate of pot

ash,

We

know o f no way in which they can spend four

as the hold is. relinquished by the person using bel'S of the "iMechanic's Institute."

all cases to b e used in this decanting vessel.

acidulous gold to stand for one day, until it be

boil moderately on

tached, such resultii are impoliSible, inasmuch

continued closed.

If the gold is feathered

suitable stoneware vessel.

improvements at

wire-gauze protectors against explosions are in

gold gradually dissolves while the acids give oft'

comes perfectly clear,

With these

ration, as the valves are by their own action

17

acid in a strong glass vessel and submitted to a

i t dissolves much faster.

incurred.

pended in gaining useful information is always

low heat, by placing the said glass vessel in a

a dense yellow vapor.

be

We hope our readers in this

city are all patrons of this institution.

It is filled by unscrewing the it, and should it fall no fluid can escape and no
The oiler in common use has a tin tube injury can result.

run and pass down the channel, E, into the bo

5 ozs. of gold are put into this compound

heap of sand kept warm beside a stove.

apartment, and thus an imminent danger would

The subject was "Genius-its AptitudllS,

Aims, and Ends."

the"Scientific American," and becoming mem

dy of the can.

acid,

to fall, the fluid, in a state of ignition, would cal.

as the orifices of the veisel are closed as soon

around the tube, into which the drippings will

by means of soda combined with tube.
and a solution of gold. for delivering the oil, which is
liable to become
Five ounces of fine gold were dissolved in 5 2 battered and its aperture enlarged.
Leakage
ozs. avoirdupois o f water and nitro muriatic acid
carbonic

sel

be thrown upon the clothing and around the

while filling a lamp,

of Hippo,

dently divided his hours into three parts,

pru

eight

to b e devoted to sleep, eight to recreatIOn, and

Manufacturers and Inventors.
A NEW VOLUME OF THE

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

Is commenced about the 20th September, each year, and
i, the BEST PAPER for Mechanics snd Inventors pub·
lished in the world.
Eacb'Volume contains 416 pages of most valuable read
ing matter, and is illustrated with over

(')00 MECHANICAL ENGRAVINGS
of NEW INVENTIONS.
lIT The SCIENTIFIC AldERICAN is a WEEKLY JOUR.
NAL o f

ARTS, SC IENCE, AND MECHANICS,
having for its object the advancement of the

INTERESTS OF MECHANICS, MANUFACTURERS
AND INVENTORS.

i

eight to converse with the world.

Each Number is n ustrated with from FIVE TO TEN

ern hemisphere, to become fnriously vigilant

the best inventions which are patented at Washington

Maniacs are reported, particularly in the east

during the full of the moon, more especially

when the deteriorating rays of its polarized

light is permitted to fall into their apartment ;
hence the name lunafics. There certainly is a
'
greater proneness to disease during sleep than

ORIGINAL ENGRAVINGS
of NEW MECHANICAL INVENTIONS, nearly all of
being

illustrated in the Scientific American.

It also

contains a WEEKLY LIST of AMERICAN. PATENTS ;
notices of the progress of all MECHANICAL AND SCI·
ENTIFIC IMPROVEMENTS ; practical directions on the
CONSTRUCTION,

:MANAGEMENT, and USE of aU kinds of

MACHINERY, TOOLS, &c. &c.
It is printed with new type on beautiful paper, and be

in the waking state ; for those who pass th.,

ing ada:vted to binding, the subscriber is possessed, at the

come infected with its noxious air, while travel

VING S.

night in the Campagna di Roma, inevitably be_
lers who go through without stopping escape
the miasmi.

Intense cold induces sleep,

and

those who perish in the snow, sleep on till they
sleep the sleep of death.

-------4.-�•
•
-------

Mechanic'. Institute.

The first of the winter course of lectures be

fore the Mechanic's Institute of this city, was
delivered on Tuesday evening of last 'week, by

Prof. Rainey, of this city.

The lecture was to

lerably well written, but we think that the me

chanice, of whom it is fair to presume the au
dience were chiefly composed, would have liked

and from alarm the holder should allow the veil- it better if it had been more thoroughly practi-

© 1853 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC

end of the year. of a LARGE VOLUME of 416 PAGES
illustrated witb upwards of 500 MECHANICAL ENGRA
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